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1950
Dr. Walter Zumtobel founds “Elektrogeräte
und Kunstharzpresswerk W. Zumtobel KG”
in Dornbirn.

1952
Manufacture begins of
complete luminaires. The first
successf ul range is Profilux,
the “thinnest batten luminaire in
the world”.

1957
Presentation of the first ballast with
patented wire winding (“random
winding”), which becomes the
indus try’s standard.
1958
The build-up of the German sales
organisation signals the access to
foreign markets. Zumtobel KG
exhib its its products at the Hanover
trade fair.

1959
The first Zumtobel lighting
laboratory is started up. One of
the first tasks is the creation
of light distribution curves.

History of the company
The success story of the Zumtobel brand started more than sixty
years ago with the founding of “Elektrogeräte- und Kunstharzpress‑
werk W. Zumtobel” in Dornbirn. A passion for the medium of light and
outstanding entrepreneurship have enabled Zumtobel to become a
leading global provider of sustainable and integral lighting solutions.
Today the luminaire manufacturer supplies a wide range of product
lines for a variety of professional interior lighting applications.

1980
Introduction of the world’s
first luminaire range with
indirect-direct distribution
for office use.

1967
Debut of LightTrack, the first
German track system developed by
Staff & Schwarz Leuchtenwerke.
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1988
Debut of the concept
of Mellow Light, a new
lighting solution generation
for office use.

1993
Take-over of the majority of
shares in the German lighting
company of Staff founded in
1945. At the end of 1994,
all staff shares were taken
over.

1991
Launch of the bus-compatible
Luxmate ® lighting management
software.

2002
The Light Fields range of
luminaires introduces the
micro-pyramidal optic for
glare-free light at the workplace.

1999
First series production of a
lighting solution incorporating
LED technology, and “Active Light”
for light in variable colours.

2012
The combination of Tunable White,
white light with dynamically
adjusta ble colour temperature,
and the Luxmate Litenet lighting management system points
the way to the future of userfocused, flexible lighting solutions.

2010
The Panos Infinity LED downlight
range outdates conventional light
sources in terms of efficiency, lighting quality and colour rendering.

1952 Profilux mounting rail,
1956 product brochure
1957 LXG ballast,
developed by Ernst Wiesner
1967 Staff Lite-Trac
lighting track system
1980 Redesign of the Department of
Education of the Canton of Berne.
Lighting design: Peter A. Balla
1988 RCA Mellow Light
surface-mounted luminaire.
Design: Karin Pesau
1999 Sir Alexander Fleming Building,
Imperial College London.
Architects: Foster and Partners;
colour design: Per Arnoldi;
lighting solution/lighting
management:
Zumtobel Staff/Luxmate Controls
2002 LIGHT FIELDS detail
2010 PANOS INFINITY (cross section)
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“FOR MORE THAN 60 YEARS IT HAS BEEN
OUR AMBITION TO CREATE THE BEST LIGHT FOR
PEOPLE AND OUR ENVIRONMENT.”
CEO Zumtobel Group Dr. Harald Sommerer

Zumtobel. The Light.
For over sixty years, the Zumtobel brand has stood for innovation,
unique product and service quality and sophisticated design. Its knowledge about light and a profound understanding of its effects on people
has at all times been the bedrock of the Zumtobel brand.
Zumtobel brings lighting quality and energy efficiency into harmony and
develops customised lighting solutions for measurable added value.
Zumtobel addresses customer requirements and user needs in multifarious areas of application – always following its ambition of supplying the
best light for people and the environment.
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Intelligent thermal management

High-tech LED modul

Patented mixing chamber lens

Precision reflector

IYON
LED spotlight range
Design: Delugan Meissl Industrial Design

Research and development
Thanks to close cooperation with international experts and scientific
institutions, Zumtobel leads the field in lighting research. By implementing the latest results in scientific research, based on its unique
practical expertise in applied knowledge and comprehensive technological know-how, Zumtobel is consistently pressing ahead with
product innovations. In its constant endeavour to ensure the best
light for the customer, Zumtobel is quick off the mark in observing
and researching local and global trends for the development of
future-oriented lighting solutions.

Scientific networks
Bartenbach Lichtlabor
Bauhaus-Uni Weimar
DIAL
ENTPE Lyon
EPFL Lausanne
ETH Lausanne
ETH Zurich
FH Detmold
FH Mittelhessen
FH Rosenheim
FH Vorarlberg
Fraunhofer IBP Stuttgart
Fudan University Shanghai
Green Hospital
HAW Hamburg
HAWK Hildesheim
Hochschule Liechtenstein
HS Luzern
Human Research Weiz
Kompetenzzentrum Licht
KTH Stockholm
Light & Lighting LabOratory Gent
LRC Troy
NRC Ottawa
Tongji University
TU Berlin
TU Darmstadt
TU Graz
TU Ilmenau
TU Karlsruhe
UCL London
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MICROTOOLS
Modular LED lighting system
2012 iF Design Award GOLD, Design Plus by light+building

Product design
For Zumtobel, intelligent design means equal fulfilment of aesthetic
and functional requirements. 282 IF awards and numerous other
prizes are evidence of this endeavour. The Zumtobel product design
team develops its products independently and in close cooperation
with internationally renowned designers. The products excel in their
maximum efficiency and subtlety of aesthetic design. Our approach
to design is based on our profound knowledge of the application
and use of light, while bearing in mind the continuous changes taking place in the working and living environment. Only then can light
unfold all its effects and powers of expression.
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Water and dust laboratory
Headquarters Dornbirn | AT

Quality
Products by Zumtobel fulfil the highest quality requirements, impress
customers on account of their long service life and thus set standards
in the industry. For these reasons, a five-year guarantee applies to the
entire range of Zumtobel products. To secure the continual improvement of product and service quality, Zumtobel has implemented an
uncompromising quality management system. This involved certifying
all production locations in accordance with international standard
ISO 9001. Over and above this, Zumtobel is one of the few companies
in this sector that has accredited measuring laboratories at its disposal,
ensuring that the development process operates at the highest level.

YEAR GUARANTEE
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CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY RESOURCES

RECYCLING 1 %

USE 90 %
ONLITE PURESIGN
Design by EOOS

Transport 1 %
100 % recycling
Manufactured without heavy metals, the
NiMH battery can be 100 % recycled and
the wiring, too, is completely halogen-free.
PRODUCTION 7 %

RAW MATERIALS 1 %
Longevity
In order to guarantee constant average luminance for the LED’s entire service life,
Puresign features a built-in maintenance
function, which starts operation at a dimming level of 70 % and gradually increases
it to 100 %.

Sustainability
Zumtobel is very much aware of its responsibility towards the environment. Besides marking exceptionally sustainable products with
the eco + label, Zumtobel issues environmental product declarations
(EPD) for all its products. The environmental impact of a product
throughout its entire life cycle is therefore quickly and simply visualised for the customer. Moreover, EPD contribute greatly to the environmental certification of buildings. With the introduction of EPD,
Zumtobel has adopted a pioneering role in supporting transparency
and is emphasising its standards in terms of sustainable use of
resourc es.
zumtobel.com/sustainability
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Sustainable product design
Resource-saving production through
digital printing and eco-friendly powder
coating of the aluminium frame.

Luminaire efficiency
The highly efficient LEDs of the latest generation guarantee outstanding luminaire
efficiency including a longer service life
and lower maintenance and energy costs.

Dual function
The ERI spotlight (Escape Route
Illumination) is an energy-efficient LED spot
combined with a patented lens. It provides
40 % of emergency lighting and makes
addition al emergency luminaires redundant.

Environmental product declaration (EPD)
• Product-specific environmental data sheet
• Based on a life cycle assessment (LCA)
• Complies with relevant European standards
• Program operator: Institute Construction and Environment e. V. (IBU)
• Verified by independent IBU expert committee

2177293 AERO2 48W/65 LED 2/28W EVG WH ASQ1000->

Environmental Product Declaration
According to EN ISO 14025 and prEN 15804
Declaration Hoder:
Program Holddr:
Declaration number:

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH

European Core EPD

Environmental Construction Products Organisation (ECO)
EPD-ZG-2010-0001

Date of Issue:

2010-04-11

Validity Date:

2013-04-11

Lighting and Sustainability
Zumtobel is the internationally leading supplier of integral lighting solutions for a wide variety of
applications. We want to use light to create worlds of experience, make work easier and
improve communications and safety while remaining fully aware of our responsibility to the
environment. By careful analysis we are controlling the environmental performance and
advance the development of environmental and health friendly products. The following
information details environmental aspects throughout the whole life cycle.

2177293 AERO2 48W/65 LED 2/28W EVG WH ASQ1000->

This declaration is an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) according to EN ISO 14025
and prEN 15804 and describes the specific environmental impacts of the mentioned product.
The declaration is based on the document Product Category Rules (PCR) for “Luminaires,
lamps and components for luminaires: 2009-11“. The Life-Cycle-Assessment (LCA) was
performed according to EN ISO 14040. The described product serves as functional unit. The
declaration includes a product description, information on material composition, manufacturing,
transport, use-phase, disposal and recycling, as well as results of the life cycle assessment. It is
independently validated according the PCR of the Environmental Construction Products
Organisation (ECO).

Assessment parameter
Primary energy, non renewable
Primary energy, renewable

End of life
stage

Next product
system

Unit

Product
stage

Construction
process stage

Use stage *

MJ

2016

18

39162

351

2E-2

3022

4

-158

1E-2

4E-8

2E-4

2E-7

-1E-2

1

2018

4

-53

2E-9

5E-4

6E-7

-4E-6

MJ

Abiotic resource depletion (ADP elements)

kg Sb eq.

Global Warming Potential (GWP)

kg CO2 eq

135

Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)

kg R11 eq

0

Acidification Potential (AP)

kg SO2 eq
3-

Eutrophication Potential (EP)

kg PO4

Photochem. oxidant creation pot. (POCP)

eq
kg C2H4

50

-897

1

8E-3

13

2E-2

-1

3E-2

1E-3

1

3E-3

-1E-2

7E-2

6E-4

1

1E-3

-4E-2

eq
* For a detailed description of the use stage please see 5.

Environmental Product Declaration
According to EN ISO 14025 and prEN 15804
Declaration Hoder:
Program Holder:
Declaration number:

Zumtobel Lighting GmbH
Environmental Construction Products Organisation (ECO)
EPD-ZG-2010-0001

Date of Issue:

2010-04-11

Validity Date:

2013-04-11

European Core EPD
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Product portfolio
Zumtobel products signify light of perfect quality. They combine
aesthetic grace, functionality and sustainability. The portfolio covers
a range from high-quality spotlights and lighting systems, industrial
and high-bay luminaires and façade lighting, to emergency lighting
and lighting management systems. Zumtobel develops products
for multifarious application areas, in a harmonious combination of
lighting quality and efficiency based on state-of-the-art technology.

Tracks and spots
1

Modular lighting systems
2

Downlights
3

Recessed luminaires
4

Surface-mounted and pendant luminaires
5

Free-standing and wall-mounted luminaires
6

Continuous-row systems and individual batten luminaires
7

High-bay luminaires and floodlight reflector systems
8

Luminaires with extra protection
9

Façade, media and outdoor luminaires
10

Lighting management
11

Emergency lighting
12

Medical supply systems
13

LED quality criteria
LED lighting quality
14

Tracks and spots
1

Spots
14

ARCOS

20

IYON

24

DISCUS

28

VIVO

32

LIVIANO

34

CARDAN LED

Tracks
36

1-phase
3-phase/L3 + DALI
DALI/DMX

Multifunctional
lighting systems
SUPERSYSTEM
See section 2

Shelf lighting
MICROTOOLS
See section 2

	A lbertinum, Dresden | DE
Architecture: Staab Architekten, Berlin | DE
Lighting design: LichtVision GmbH, Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: ARCOS, TECTON,
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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 	M useo Galileo – Institute and Museum of the History of Science, Florence | IT
Architecture: Guicciardini e Magni Architetti Studio Associato, Florence | IT
Lighting design: Lumen, Florence | IT
Lighting solution: ARCOS, SYSTEMLED

 	A lbertinum, Dresden | DE
Architecture: Staab Architekten, Berlin | DE
Lighting design: LichtVision GmbH, Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: ARCOS, TECTON, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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ARCOS
Focusing on perfect presentation – for
museums, art galleries and showrooms
ARCOS presents itself in a minimalist design with clear forms and
contours: a purist, cylindrical body, combined with a discreet cubic
insert for the control gear. The overall appearance is completed by
the new adaptor’s minimalist design, which consistently continues
right up to the track. Nothing should distract from an exhibit – on the
contrary: architecture and light should underline the effect of exhibits. Four different ARCOS spotlight sizes are available with advanced
lighting technology and a wide variety of accessories. What they all
have in common is a restrained appearance, leading to a consequently calm ceiling appearance. Every ARCOS detail bears witness
to the many years of experience gained with museum and exhibition
architecture.

Design: David Chipperfield

zumtobel.com/arcos

zumtobel.com/arcos
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ARCOS
A complete range for the perfect lighting of exhibits

ARCOS 1

ARCOS 1
Projection

ARCOS 2

ARCOS 2 LED
Stable White

ARCOS 2
with wallwasher attachment

ARCOS 3

ARCOS 3 LED
Tunable White / Tempura

ARCOS 3
with wallwasher attachment

ARCOS 3 LED
Projection

17

ARCOS WW QT-DE

ARCOS WW T16 1/24 W

ARCOS WW T16 1/54 W
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ARCOS
Spots and wallwashers

		
			

ARCOS 1
QR-CBC

ARCOS 1
Projection

ARCOS 2
LED

ARCOS 2
HIT

ARCOS 2
QT

Distribution characteristics
Superspot		

•			

•

•

Spot		

•

•

•

•

•

Flood		

•

•

•

•

•

Wideflood		

•			

•

•

Wallwasher		

•			

•

Colour
White		

•

•

•

•

•

Anthracite		

•

•

•

•

•

Installation
1-phase track		

•				

3-phase track		

•

•

L3 + DALI track				

•

•

•		

•

•

DMX track					
Luminaire diameter
Ø   80 mm		

•

•			

Ø 100 mm				

•

•

•

Ø 120 mm					
Ø 140 mm						
Luminaire length
178 mm			
591 mm			
1191 mm						
LED						
1/12 W + 1/30 W (4200 K)				

•

1/12 W + 1/30 W (3000 K)				

•		

1/20 W (2700–6500 K)						
1/25 W (2700–6500 K)						
1/25 W (RGB)						
1/30 W Projection
Metal halide lamps
HIT-TC-CE GU6.5					

•

HIT-TC-CE G8.5						
Low-voltage halogen lamps
QT-DE
QT-LP 12						
QR-CBC51		

•

•

•			

QR111						
Fluorescent lamps
T16
Accessories
•			

•

•

Wallwasher attachment					

UV/IR/colour filter		

•

•

Cross-louvre attachment						
Projection attachment (lens, iris, outline)			

•			

Interchangeable reflector					

•

•

Lenses (oval outline lens, soft outline lens)		

•		

•

•

Honeycomb mesh		

•			

Barn doors				

•
•

•

•

•

•
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ARCOS 3 LED
Tunable White

ARCOS 3 LED
Tempura RGB

			

ARCOS 3 LED
Projection

ARCOS 3
QT

ARCOS 3
QR

ARCOS 3
HIT

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

				

•		

•

				

•		

•

ARCOS WW
QT-DE

ARCOS WW
T16

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

			
•

•

•

•

•

•			

•

•

•			

•

•

•

		

•

•		

			
		
•

•

•

•

							

							

•

								

•

								

•

				
		
•
•
		

•

			

•

									
							
						

•

							
				

•

•		

							
					

•

								

				

•

•

•

				

•		

•

				

•

•		

			

•

•

•
•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

				

•

•

•

		

•

•

•

•		

•
•

•
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 	M odehaus Oberrauch Zitt, Bolzano | IT
Architecture: Arch. Waler Agonese, Caldaro (BZ) | IT
Lighting solution: IYON, TECTON TETRIS, VIVO, ARCOS, ONDARIA, SUPERSYSTEM,
ONLITE LOCAL, ONLITE RESCLITE, ONLITE PURESIGN

	B ekleidungshäuser K. Vockeroth GmbH, Melsungen | DE
Lighting solution: IYON LED, CARDAN LED, PANOS INFINITY, ONDARIA, ONLITE
RESCLITE, ONLITE COMSIGN
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IYON LED
Maximum LED efficiency in a
sophisticated design
The design aspects of IYON suggest constant movement and
liveliness as an interpretation of infinite mutability. The fluid inter‑
action between object and medium conveys sensuality and a high
level of functionality. Variable lighting scenes and targeted spatial
positioning go hand in hand with the way in which the light source
continuously transforms itself. Velvety-matt surfaces and a sophisticated design hint at the function-focused, individually controllable
lighting technology incorporated in this highly versatile spotlight.
“The symbiosis of light direction and proportion as parameters of
design affects people’s sensory perception and at the same time
determines the physiological sensation of a room’s quality.”

Design: Delugan Meissl Industrial Design

zumtobel.com/iyon

zumtobel.com/iyon
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IYON LED
Spots

IYON S LED
Advanced, Essential+, Essential

IYON-SL S LED
Advanced, Essential+, Essential

IYON M LED
Advanced, Essential+, Essential

IYON-SL M LED
Advanced, Essential+, Essential
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IYON S
LED

IYON-SL S
LED

IYON M
LED

IYON-SL M
LED

Spot

•

•

•

•

Flood

•

•

•

•

Wideflood			

•

•

Distribution characteristics

Colour
White matt

•

•

•

•

Black matt

•

•

•

•

•		

•

Installation
Semi-recessed		
3-phase track

•		

•		

L3 + DALI track

•		

•		

Recessed depth
100 mm		

•		

•

Luminaire diameter
Ø 100 mm

•

•			

Ø 120 mm			

•

•

Advanced Stable White					
20 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 90) 1000–1100 lm

•

•			

32 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 90) 1700–1800 lm			

•

•

47 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 90) 2600–2700 lm			

•

•

Essential+ Stable White					
17 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra 90) 900–1000 lm

•

•

27 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra 90) 1700–1800 lm			

•

40 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra 90) 2300–2400 lm			

•

•
•

55 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra 90) 2700–2900 lm			

•

•

Essential Stable White					
17 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 80) 1000–1100 lm

•

•			

27 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 80) 2000–2100 lm			

•

•

40 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 80) 2700–2800 lm			

•

•

55 W (3000 K, 4000 K, Ra > 80) 3000–3400 lm			

•

•

Accessories
Anti-glare ring

•

•

•

•

Oval outline lens 50°

•

•

•

•

Honeycomb mesh

•

•

•

•

Interchangeable Spot reflector

•

•

•

•

Interchangeable Flood reflector

•

•

•

•

Interchangeable Wideflood reflector			

•

•
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 	L oewe Galerie Haupt, Wildau | DE
Lighting solution: DISCUS, PANOS INFINITY

 	A poteket Ugglan, Stockholm | SE
Lighting design: Pelk AB, Stockholm | SE
Lighting solution: Discus, SUPERSYSTEM
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DISCUS
Spotlight system
State-of-the-art light sources inspire new peaks of performance
and this is especially true of the DISCUS spotlight system. Its
delicate but robust design is creatively inspired by cutting-edge
LED technology: a flat, minimalist shape with an unmistakable
appearance – characterised by the radial fins of the passive heatsink
and its illuminated replaceable optic. It fulfils the exacting demands
made on sales-promoting accent lighting with dependable accuracy
and extremely good colour rendering (Ra 92). The new DISCUS
LED-generation Evolution achieves double the luminous flux and
efficiency of its predecessor.

Design: EOOS

The luminaire is dimmed on the actual spotlight itself or by
DALI control commands, both these methods have a positive impact
on energy consumption. If outputs in excess of the 32 W provided
by LEDs are required, 50 and 70 W HIT models featuring identical
design styling are also available. The product range is rounded out
by track-mounted models and recessed spotlights that blend un
obtrusively into any interior design.

zumtobel.com/discus

zumtobel.com/discus
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DISCUS
Spots

DISCUS Evolution LED

DISCUS Evolution LED E1

DISCUS Evolution LED E2

DISCUS HIT G8.5

DISCUS HIT E1

DISCUS HIT E2
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DISCUS Evolution
LED

DISCUS Evolution
LED E1

DISCUS Evolution
LED E2

DISCUS
HIT G8.5

DISCUS
HIT E1

DISCUS
HIT E2

Spot

•

•

•

•

•

•

Flood

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wideflood

•

•

•

•

•

Distribution characteristics

Colour
•

•

•

•

Silver				

White

•

•

•

Black

•			

•

3-phase track

•			

•		

L3 + DALI track

•				

Installation

Recessed depth
to 100 mm		

•

•		

•

•

•

•

Luminaire diameter
Ø 126 mm				
Ø 146 mm

•

•

•

•

LED					
32 W 1950 lm (3000 K / Ra 92)

•

•

32 W 2100 lm (3000 K / Ra 82)

•

•

32 W 2300 lm (4000 K / Ra 82)

•

•

2 x 32 W 1950 lm (3000 K / Ra 92)			

•

2 x 32 W 2100 lm (3000 K / Ra 82)			

•

2 x 32 W 2300 lm (4000 K / Ra 82)			

•

Metal halide lamps					
35 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5				

•

•

50 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5				

•

•

70 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5				

•

•

2 x 35 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5						

•

2 x 50 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5						

•

2 x 70 W HIT-TC-CE G8.5						

•

Accessories
Anti-glare ring

•

•

•

•

Anti-glare tube				

•

•

•

•

•

IR/UVA filter				

•

•

•

Oval outline lens

•

•

•

•

Soft outline lens				

•

•

•

Interchangeable spot optic

•
•

•
• 	

•

Interchangeable flood optic

•

•

•

Interchangeable wideflood optic

•

•

•

Interchangeable superspot reflector				

•

•

•

Interchangeable spot reflector				

•

•

•

Interchangeable flood reflector				

•

• 	

•

Interchangeable wideflood reflector				

•

•

•
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 T
 ommy Hilfiger, Paris | FR
Architecture: Tommy Hilfiger, Store Development Department, Amsterdam | NL
Lighting solution: Vivo SL, Vivo M, Cardan Spirit, 2Light Mini

	S par supermarket, Eberndorf | AT
Architecture: Trecolore Architects, Annenheim | AT
Lighting solution: VIVO L LED, CARDAN LED, TECTON
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VIVO
The luminaire with all-round sales talents
Professional lighting is gentle on sensitive goods and also boosts
sales. LED luminaires achieve the same lighting quality as metal
halide lamps but produce less IR and UV radiation. VIVO LED spotlights stand out thanks to their high colour rendering index and
extrem ely uniform light distribution. For every lighting concept, the
right light colours, colour temperatures and illuminance levels are
available. Unique PiLED technology, pre-programmed colour points
and premium lens systems pave the way for implementing exclusive
solutions.

Design: EOOS

“The quest for intuitive images characterises the way in which EOOS
works. VIVO blends the archetypal cylindrical shape of a spotlight
with design details inspired by reinterpreting a turbine. Effective airflow management, which is especially important for LED technology,
actually becomes an unobtrusive but significant design feature.”

zumtobel.com/vivo

zumtobel.com/vivo
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VIVO
Spotlight system

VIVO S LED
Compact spotlight incorporating modern
LED technology with two alternative colour
temperatures

VIVO S
Unobtrusive spotlight in a compact
design, for use with low ceiling heights

VIVO LED R123
Spotlight with excellent colour
rendering and unique optical system
to prevent glare

VIVO M
Compact size for medium ceiling heights

VIVO L LED
LED spotlight with variable (Tunable
Colour) or stabilised (Stable White) colour
temperature

VIVO L HIT
Powerful spotlight for high ceilings

VIVO-P LED R123
Alternative pendant design version

VIVO-P M
Alternative cylindrical design version

VIVO-S HIT
Recessed downlight version for
suspended ceilings

VIVO-SL HIT
Recessed downlight version for
suspended ceilings
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Vivo S
VIVO S
VIVO
Vivo M
VIVO L
Vivo L
VIVO-P
Vivo-P M
Vivo-S
			LED		
LED R123		LED		
LED R123		

Vivo-SL

Distribution characteristics
Superspot			

•		

•						

Spot		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Flood		

•

•		

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Wideflood			

•		

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Colour
White		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•		

•

•

Silver		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Round										

•

•

Square										

•

•

•

•

min. 100 mm											

•

Ceiling cutout

Installation
Recessed/semi-recessed										
3-phase track		

•

•

•

•

•

L3 + DALI track		

•			

•

•

•

•

•

Recessed depth
min. 230 mm										

•

LED									
36–44 W Tunable Colour						

•

12 W Stable White		

•		

•				

30 W Stable White		

•		

•

27 W Essential Stable White						

•

40 W Essential Stable White						

•

55 W Essential Stable White						

•

27 W Essential+ Stable White						

•

40 W Essential+ Stable White						

•

55 W Essential+ Stable White						

•

47 W Advanced						

•

•

Metal halide lamps									
HIT-TC-CE G8.5					
HIT-TC-CE PGJ5			

•				

•

•

•

•						

HIT-CE G12							

•				

Low-voltage halogen lamps
QT-LP 12					

•					

•

Accessories
Interchangeable reflector			

•		

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Blocking filter			

•		

•		

•		

•

• 	

•

•

•

•

Meat and cold meat (M+CM))					

•		

•		

Barn doors		

•

•			

•

•		

•
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 	T-Mobile Store, Berlin | DE
Architecture: Mutabor Design GmbH, Hamburg | DE
Lighting solution: LIVIANO

 	G -brand, Deinze | BE
Architecture: D.106 Architectuur, Ghent | BE
Lighting solution: Liviano, Supersystem, Solina, Linaria, Onlite Puresign,
Onlite Resclite
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LIVIANO
Attractive, efficient lighting for
retail spaces
Lighting plays a vital role in terms of artistic design and shaping an
identity in retail areas in particular. The lighting system must blend
perfectly into the interior design and show merchandise in an
attractive light.
At the same time, nowadays, retailers also have to pay more and
more attention to issues such as energy efficiency and responsible
use of resources. Lighting offers the opportunity to make significant
potential savings in this respect. Optimised luminaire design, combined with efficient reflector, lamp and ballast systems, makes it
possible to exploit this opportunity to maximum effect.
Environmental aspects such as these were at the forefront from the
outset when development work on LIVIANO began.

Design: EOOS

“Sustainable design is the product of complex design processes.
The manufacture of this product concentrates on using resources
sparingly, drastically reducing the number of components, making
production within Europe feasible, short delivery routes and no-tool
installation. Our design process was, above all, marked by a deliberate ‘less is more’ approach. In LIVIANO, we have created a product
which meets the demands of eco-design in all the stated respects.”

zumtobel.com/liviano

zumtobel.com/liviano
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	A lcina-Cosmetic training centre, Bielefeld | DE
Architects: Spornitz & Partner Architekten,
Bielefeld | DE
Lighting solution partner:
Elbrächter Elektrotechnik GmbH, Bielefeld | DE
Lighting solution: CARDAN LED, DISCUS, ONDARIA,
PANOS INFINITY, LUXMATE BASIC
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CARDAN LED
The lighting power pack
The range of conventional gimbal-mounted luminaires now also
includ es a high-performance (1700–3300 lm) and highly efficient
(up to 77 lm/W) CARDAN LED luminaire fitted with the latest LED
modules. Intelligently differentiated performance packages (27 W to
55 W) allow precise adjustment to a wide variety of requirements.
The system is available with Ra > 80 and Ra > 90 and therefore also
suitable for sophisticated lighting tasks – wherever colours should
be rendered as detailed and as naturally as possible.
The unobtrusive mounting frame in a contemporary design is made
of high-quality die-cast aluminium and stable sheet steel, holding an
LED lighting head including a passive high-performance heat sink
and swivelling continuously through up to ± 30°. No fixing wheel is
required due to the self-decelerating design. The springs can be
easily operated and allow for quick no-tool installation.

zumtobel.com/cardan_led

zumtobel.com/cardan_led

Tracks

Ordering details for curved tracks (standard section)
The minimum bend radius is 1000 mm. Bending in any direction is
possible. The following information is required in addition to type of
track and colour:
Angle of bend (arc of circle)
1m
– Circle segment with specified angle
– M inimum bend radius 1000 mm
– The outside is always the reference side when measuring the
bend radius
– Special shapes can only be bent using 1:1 templates

1m
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DALI tracks can also be bent.
Spotlights with TRACK BOX ADAPTER, e.g. VIVO models, cannot
be installed in curved tracks.

Possible bending directions with manu‑
facturing tolerances are patterned on
DIN ISO 2768

Structure of a track
Depending on the adapters and electrical feeds used, the 3-phase
track can be used both as a conventional and as a DALI track.
Cable 1 can be used as phase or
DALI control line

Cable 2 can be used as phase or
DALI control line
Cable 3 used as phase

Earth

Neutral conductor

Electrical power connection
3-phase AC 400 V
N
L1
L2
L3
N

Mains
16A
16A
16A

L1
L2
NL3
N
L1

16A
16A
16A
16A
phase
16A
16A

L3
N

16A

Single
L2

AC 230 V
Mains

16A
N
N

16A

N

16A

Optional phase
L1 L2 L3

L3 + DALI 230 V
N

16A

Mains
DALI

16A

Phase L3

N
L1
L2
L3
N

3~track

L1
L2
NL3
N
L1
L1
L2
L2
L3
L3 3~track
N
L1
L2
NL3
N
L1
DA
L2
DA
L3
L3
N
DA
DA
3~track
NL3
DA
DA
L3
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1-phase
track

3-phase/L3 + DALI
track

3-phase/L3 + DALI track
with support section

Low-voltage
track

DALI/DMX
track

Track modules
End feed

•

•

•

•

•

Central feed

•

•

•

•

•

Connector

•

•

•

•
•

Angle connector

•

•

•

T-connector

•

•

•		

•
•

Cross connector

•

•

•		

•

Flexible connector

•

•

•

•

•

End caps

•

•

•

•

•

Track colours
White

•

•

•

•

•

Titanium

•

•

•

•

•

Black

•

•

•

•

Accessories
Pendant tube suspension

•

•

•

•

•

Cord suspension

•

•

•

•

•

Decorative hook

•

•

•

•

Pendant adapter

•

•

•

Adapter with socket

•

•

•

Point outlet, surface-mounted

•

•

Point outlet, recessed

•

• 		

•

zumtobel.com/tracks

zumtobel.com/tracks

zumtobel.com/dali-dmx_tracks

zumtobel.com/dali-dmx_tracks

Modular lighting systems

2

Multifunctional
lighting systems
40

SUPERSYSTEM

44

Systemled

Shelf lighting
46

Microtools

Fibre-optic system
48

Starflex

 	Kreil Showroom, Dornbirn | AT
Architecture: Heim Müller Architektur GmbH,
Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: SUPERSYSTEM, LINARIA, CARDAN
SPIRIT, 2LIGHT MINI, HEDERA
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 	M eister Jeweller’s, Zurich | CH
Architecture: Designculture, Zurich | CH
Lighting solution: Supersystem

 	Culture hall of the municipality of St. Michael,
Appiano (BZ) | IT
Architecture: Studio Karl and Nora Riffesser, Appiano (BZ) | IT
Lighting design: Eleplan, Appiano (BZ) | IT
Lighting solution: PANOS, 2LIGHT, KAVA LED, SLOTLIGHT,
SYSTEMLED, SUPERSYSTEM, MIROS, SPIRIT, KAREA,
TOULOUP, ONLITE ERGOSIGN, ONLITE RESCLITE

 	De Pastorale, Rumst-Reet | BE
Architecture: Arne Quinze, Sint-Martens-Latem | BE
Lighting solution: SUPERSYSTEM, LUXMATE EMOTION
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SUPERSYSTEM
Multifunctional lighting system
incorporating innovative hybrid
LED technology
System development focused primarily on the lighting effect in the
room, not just on design. Innovative technologies have opened up
completely new product design perspectives. Thus, it is possible to
achieve maximum reduction of formal elements whilst minimising
the use of res ources – thanks to state-of-the-art LED technology.
Lighting modules such as spotlights, wallwashers or direct/indirect
components direct the light accurately and in a focussed manner.
The system’s pared-down size creates a new quality, not only in
architectural terms but also in terms of environmental compatibility
and economic efficiency.

Design: Aysil Sari

zumtobel.com/supersystem

zumtobel.com/supersystem
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SUPERSYSTEM
System versatility

Recessed LED modules

LED spotlight, spot with antiglare tube

T16 lighting module, direct and indirect

Wallwasher

Emergency lighting module

LED spotlight module

Pendant luminaire

Single downlight

Quadruple downlight, flush-mounted

Quadruple downlight, slightly recessed
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H section
3-ph/L3 + DALI

S section		
3-ph/L3 + DALI

H section

S section

•

•

E section

Track modules
Standard section

•

•		

Extension section 	

•

•

End section

•

•

Recessed section kit 						
Angle connector 90°

•

•		

•

T connector

•

•		

•

•

Cross connector 90°

•

•		

•

•

Connector (mechanical)				

•

•

Connector (electrical)

•

•				

Track end panel

•

•				

Trunking end panel				

•

•

•

•

•

Front plate kit						

•

TECTON cord suspension						

•

SYSTEM LED DECOLINE BASIC installation kit

		

•			

LED
lighting units

T16
lighting units

•

3-phase
spotlight unit

Downlight
unit

Pendant
luminaire unit

Emergency
lighting unit

Distribution characteristics
Narrow-beam

•		

•

•

•

Wide-beam

•		

•

•

•

Indirect/direct		

•			

•

Direct		

•		

Wallwasher		

•

Swivelling

•		

•

•

•

Lighting units						
1/2.5 W, 1/4.5 W LED

•				

2/2.5 W, 2/4.5 W LED

•

3/2.5 W, 3/4.5 W LED

•

Wallwasher T16		

•

T16 (indirect/direct)		

•

PMMA diffuser optic		

•

Spotlight module						
3/2.5 W, 3/4.5 W LED			

•				

… all 3-phase and DALI spotlights			

•

Downlight
1/2.5 W, 1/4.5 W LED

•			

•

4/2.5 W, 4/4.5 W LED (flush with ceiling)

•			

•

4/2.5 W, 4/4.5 W LED (slightly recessed)

•			

•

Pendant luminaire
6/2.5 W LED + T16 (direct)					

•

Resclite
1/2.4 W Power LED 						
LED light colours
4000 K (intermediate white)

•		

•

•

•

3000 K (warm white)

•		

•

•

•

Interchangeable lens 36°

•		

•

•

•

Interchangeable lens 40°x10°

•		

•

•

•

Anti-glare tube

•		

•

•

•

Accessories

•
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 S
 chramm’s Restaurant, Au in der Hallertau | DE
Architecture: Deppisch – Architekten, Freising | DE
Interior design and Lighting design: Eder Design & Planer, Brunn am Gebirge | AT
Lighting solution: Cielos LED, Decoline LED, Cardan Spirit, 2Light Mini

	Hainzl-Jauk vineyard, Frauental | AT
Architecture: Planungsbüro Leo Bernhard, Hengsberg | AT,
Planungsbüro Johann Pfeiffer, Weiz | AT
Lighting design: Erich Resch, Elektrotechnik Resch, Groß St. Florian | AT
Lighting solution: ONDARIA, LIVIANO, SYSTEMLED, CRAYON, SCUBA, 2LIGHT,
LUXMATE BASIC
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SYSTEMLED
Modular light lines
Light is becoming an increasingly more important architectural
design element. Emphasis is often placed on the unobtrusive design
and compact dimensions of the luminaire. Linear light sources are
especially appreciated. They are used to illuminate coves, backlight
surfaces or to illuminate surfaces uniformly. This is where the
SYSTEMLED product range brings flexibility on an entirely new
scale. This modular LED light line solves a variety of different tasks:
SYSTEMLED Flood illuminates wide areas very uniformly. The use
of lenses provides for precise light distribution, which can hardly be
achieved using fluorescent lamps and reflectors.
SYSTEMLED Deco with a diffuser produces an absolutely uniform
appearance and accordingly the perfect light line.

Systemled Deco Basic, on the other hand, has been designed for
efficient cove lighting. The intermediate white version delivers up to
580 lumens per metre. With this high luminous flux, it is also suitable
for efficient lighting of shelves and showcases, apart from cove
lighting.
The modular design makes for uncomplicated adjustment of lengths
in line with a project’s specific requirements. Protection types of
IP20 to IP65 as well as various installation options offer a wide
variety of potential indoor and outdoor applications.

zumtobel.com/systemled

zumtobel.com/systemled
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 	C olonys, Zurich | CH
Interior design: Retailpartners AG, Wetzikon | CH
Lighting solution: MICROTOOLS
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MICROTOOLS
Impressive lighting within minimum space
High-quality finish and hardly visible at all: the MICROTOOLS LED
system was specifically developed for shelves with boards made of
wood, glass or metal. Modules for general and accent lighting are
flexibly combined, the choice is between warm and intermediate
colour temperatures. The extremely compact gimbal-mounted lighting heads are the smallest currently available on the market for
shelf lighting and emphasise the sophisticated technology even
further. With its excellent colour rendering index of Ra > 90, the
MICROTOOLS system is also ideal for museums to gently illuminate
exhibits from short distances.
Compared to conventional lighting systems, an outstanding luminaire
efficiency of up to 82 lm/W helps to significantly cut energy consumption.

zumtobel.com/microtools

zumtobel.com/microtools
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 	Türckencammer, Dresden | DE
Architecture: Peter Kulka Architektur, Dresden | DE
Lighting solution: STARFLEX, ARCOS

 	S cintille Jeweller’s, Cosenza | IT
Architecture: Arch. Gennaro De Marco, Cosenza | IT
Lighting solution: STARFLEX, 2LIGHT MINI, KAVA, VIVO, PASO
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STARFLEX
Modular fibre optic system
Optical string and fibre optic technology is one of the most fasci
nating options of high-precision technical lighting. The wide range of
applications comprises the illumination of shops, museums and
art galleries as well as illumination of hotels, restaurants or wellness
areas.
Separating light from electricity as well as from UV and IR components opens up innumerable options, e.g. if precious objects are to
be perfectly, yet gently lit.
Fibre optic technology combines three different technologies: the
light engine, which produces the light; the optical fibre, which transports the light; and the light exit point for defined light emission.

zumtobel.com/starflex

zumtobel.com/starflex

Downlights

Recessed/surface-mounted
downlights
52

2Light

56

PANOS

Recessed downlights
62

PANOS INFINITY

66

CREDOS

68

FD 1000

72

MICROS

 	S wiss Ornithological Institute, Sempach | CH
Architecture: W. + R. Leuenberger Architekten,
Sursee | CH
Lighting solution partner: Illi AG, Willisau | CH
Lighting solution: CRAYON

3
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 Schmidt

Group, Coesfeld | DE
Architecture: Kurt Hericks Architekturbüro, Coesfeld | DE
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Hörbelt. Coesfeld | DE
Lighting solution: 2LIGHT MINI, LIGHTTOOLS, OREA
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2LIGHT
A downlight system with unique
lighting characteristics
2LIGHT has evolved from the search for a deliberately unusual
solution. 2LIGHT is actually significantly different to conventional
downlight and recessed spotlight systems. Not only because of the
marked flexibility of the square modular system, but in particular
because of the unique, perhaps even revolutionary, lighting effect
produced by direct light emitted via the reflector and an additional
diffuse light component (Mellow Downlight). This is made possible
by the innovative functional principle of so-called reflector splitting
within the lumin aire body. Completely new with 2LIGHT is the
sealed luminaire body that can be easily opened, without the use of
tools, via the Easy-Clean catch. An absolute novelty for a recessed
spotlight.

Design: Hartmut S. Engel

The revolutionary characteristics of the 2LIGHT concept also apply
to the MINI version of course. The inclusion of highly efficient light
sources and the new gimbal-mounted variations shows that lighting
quantity and flexibility have not been neglected. 2LIGHT MINI thus
adapts highly flexibly to architectural and functional requirements –
for example with the LED version or the perfectly integrated
2LIGHT MINI sound module.

zumtobel.com/2light

zumtobel.com/2light
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2LIGHT
Downlight system

2LIGHT MINI

2LIGHT MINI LED RGB

2LIGHT MINI LED

2LIGHT MINI Surface-mounted

2LIGHT MINI E1 Cardanic

2LIGHT MINI E2 Cardanic

2LIGHT MINI E3 Cardanic

2LIGHT MINI Recessed loudspeaker

2LIGHT E1

2LIGHT E2

2LIGHT E1 Cardanic

2LIGHT E2 Cardanic

2LIGHT Recessed loudspeaker
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2LIGHT MINI 2LIGHT MINI E1 2LIGHT MINI E2 2LIGHT MINI E3
2LIGHT E1
2LIGHT E2
2LIGHT E1
			Cardanic
Cardanic
Cardanic			Cardanic

2LIGHT E2
Cardanic

Distribution characteristics
Narrow-beam

•

•

•

•			

•

Wide-angle

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Extremely wide-angle

•

•

•

•			

•

•

Swivelling		

•

•

•			

•

•

•

•

•

•

Special module				
Recessed loudspeaker

•				

•

Installation				
Recessed

•

Surface-mounted

•				

•

•

•

•

•

Mounting depths
103 mm

•

120 mm

•

•

•

•				

152 mm					

•

•

LED				
18 W LED

•					

20 W LED RGB

•				

Metal halide lamps
HIT-TC-CE PGJ5 / GU6.5

•

•

•

•				

HIT-TC-CE G8.5					

•			

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-TELI					

• 	

•

Low-voltage halogen lamps
QT-LP 12

•

•

•

•			

Colour filter

•

•			

•

•

•

•

Installation kit (for thin ceiling)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RGB ballast box

•

EVG HIT ballast unit

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Concrete casting surround

•

•			

•		

•

Accessories
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 	Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester | UK
Architecture: MBLA Architects + Urbanists, Manchester | UK
Lighting solution: PANOS, LIGHT FIELDS, CLARIS II
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PANOS
Customised downlight solutions to meet
any requirements
The name PANOS stands for a complete, modular downlight range
that teams exquisite, consistent design with high levels of practical
functionality. An extensive selection of models, components and
light sources provides unrivalled flexibility for designers and architects, regardless of project size and lighting task. Numerous innovative details save both installation time and expense. Energy-saving
technologies and durable, re-usable materials mean that these luminaires use resources economically and won’t eat into your budget.
The design of PANOS remains true to the designers’ vision: good
lighting paints metaphors and sets the stage for life. The accents set
by PANOS wherever people go about their daily lives create a wide
variety of effects.

Design: Sottsass Associati

zumtobel.com/panos

zumtobel.com/panos
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PANOS
Downlights

PANOS LED
BioMotion

PANOS L

PANOS H

PANOS HWW

PANOS M

PANOS M-V

PANOS M-D

PANOS S 100

PANOS S 150

PANOS S 250

PANOS A-L

PANOS A-H

PANOS A-M

PANOS Q-L

PANOS Q-H

PANOS Q-HIT
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PANOS LED PANOS L
PANOS H
PANOS M
			 BioMotion		PANOS HWW		

PANOS
M-V

PANOS
M-D

PANOS S
PANOS A
PANOS
		
Q-L/Q-H

PANOS
Q-HIT

Distribution characteristics
Spot					

•			

•

Flood		

•

•

•

•				

•

•

•

•

•

 190 mm										

•

•

 250 mm										

•

Wallwasher				

•

Swivelling						

•

•		

•

•

Recess diameter
Ø 100 mm					

•

•

•

•		

Ø 150 mm		

•

•

•

•

•			

•

•			

Ø 175 mm			

•

•

Ø 200 mm			

•

•

Ø 230 mm									
Ø 250 mm			

•

•

•			

•

•

Mounting depths
to 100 mm			

•							

•

to 150 mm				

•

•			

•			

•

to 200 mm		

•

•

•

•

•		

•

over 200 mm					

•

•

•

•

•		

•

LED
LED RGB		

•								

Metal halide lamps
HIT-TC-CE PGJ5/GU6,5					

•

•

•

HIT-TC-CE G8,5					

•

•

•

•			

HIT-CE G12					

•			

•			

•

•

•

HIT-DE								

•		

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-DEL			

•

•							

TC-TEL			

•

•

•

•

TC-TELI										

•				

•

Low-voltage halogen lamps
QT-LP 12					

•

•

•

QR-CBC51					

•

•

•

•

•		

•

QR111						

•

High-voltage halogen lamps
QT32					

•					

QT-DE 12								
Halogen incandescent lamps
QPAR/PAR-CB 16 / 20 / 30					

•

GLS lamps
A65					

•

•		
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PANOS
Models

PANOS HG 150 LED
smooth

PANOS HM 150 LED
matt

PANOS L/H
smooth

PANOS L/H
matt

PANOS L/H
facetted

PANOS M
smooth/matt

PANOS S 100

PANOS M-D
smooth

PANOS S 150

PANOS HWW
Wallwasher, smooth

PANOS M-V
smooth

PANOS S 200

PANOS S 250

PANOS A-L

PANOS A-H

PANOS A-M

PANOS Q-L 190

PANOS Q-H 250

PANOS Q-HIT 190
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PANOS LED PANOS L
PANOS H
PANOS M
			 BioMotion		PANOS HWW		

PANOS
M-V

PANOS
M-D

PANOS S
PANOS A
PANOS
		
Q-L/Q-H

PANOS
Q-HIT

Reflector surface finishes
Facetted			

•

•					

•

•

Smooth		

•

•

•					

•

•

Matt		

•

•

•					

•

•

Trim										

•

•

IP54 attachment		

•

•

•

•

•			

•

•

•

Design attachment		

•

•

•

•				

•

•

Wallwasher, smooth				

•

•

Metal, specular					

•

•

•

Flood, textured								

•

Spot, smooth								

•

Attachments

Design frame										

•

Technical lighting attachment			

•

•

•

Suspended attachment										

•

•

•

•

•				

Colour filter								

•

UVA blocking filter								

•

IR/UVA blocking filter							

•

•

(M+CM)* blocking filter								

•

Oval outline lens								

•

* Meat and cold meat
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 	Museo del 900, Milano | IT
Architecture: Studio Italo Rota & Partners, Milan | IT
Interior design and Lighting design: Studio Italo Rotta & Partners,
Arch. Alessandro Pedretti, Milan | IT
Lighting solution: PANOS INFINITY, HEDERA, CIELOS, LINARIA, SCUBA,
PERLUCE, LUXMATE LITENET, ONLITE ARTSIGN, ONLITE COMSIGN
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PANOS Infinity
The new age of light and efficiency
PANOS INFINITY opens up a new dimension of lighting quality,
efficiency and design. Four different reflector surface finishes provide for glare control up to UGR 19, making PANOS INFINITY also
perfectly suitable for offices and communication areas. Via a DALI
signal, it can also be integrated into various control systems.
With its outstanding luminaire efficiency of more than 100 lm/W,
the new PANOS INFINITY+ Stable White luminaire takes the lead
among all downlights currently available on the market. Even with
respect to colour rendering, it outperforms all LED downlights,
with an Ra level of over 90. The technology used almost covers the
entire light spectrum – including the long-wave red range, which is
of key importance but poorly covered by many less sophisticated
LED technologies.

Design: Chris Redfern, Sottsass Associati

PANOS INFINITY Tunable White – a downlight offering dynamic
light colours and top lighting quality. The perfect solution for office
applications to support people’s circadian rhythm, or in shops and
museums to respond flexibly to different materials and colours of
objects.

zumtobel.com/panos_infinity

zumtobel.com/panos_infinity
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PANOS infinity
LED downlights

PANOS INFINITY HF 200 frameless

PANOS INFINITY Q190 HM

PANOS INFINITY wallwasher HG 200

PANOS INFINITY A E200

PANOS INFINITY A E150

PANOS INFINITY A Q140
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Recessed
round
Ø 150 mm

Recessed
round
Ø 200 mm

Recessed
square
 140 mm

•

•

•

Recessed
square
 190 mm

Recessed
wallwasher
Ø 200 mm

Surf.-mount.
cylinder
Ø 235 mm

Surf.-mount.
housing E
 400 mm

Surf.-mount.
housing Q
 400 mm

•

•

•

•

•

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle

•		

Wallwasher					

•

Mounting depths
100 mm (Low)

•

•

•

•

140 mm (High)

•

•

•

•

142 mm (Wallwasher)					

•		

Surface-mounting heights
122 mm							
206 mm						

•

LED
16 W (3000 K, Stable White) 1000 lm

•		

•		

•		

•

•

16 W (4000 K, Stable White) 1000 lm

•		

•		

•		

•

•

23 W / 25 W (3000 K, Stable White) 1800 lm

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

23 W / 25 W (4000 K, Stable White) 1800 lm

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

32 W (3000 K, Stable White) 2400 lm		

•		

•		

•

32 W (4000 K, Stable White) 2400 lm		

•		

•		

•

25 W (3000 K, Stable White) 2400 lm (PI+)		

•				

•

25 W (4000 K, Stable White) 2400 lm (PI+)		

•				

•

27 W (2700–6500 K, Tunable White) 1600 lm

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Facetted

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Smooth

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Matt

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Painted white

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

With frame

•

•

•

•

•

•

Frameless

•

•

•

•

•		

•

•

IP54 diffuser, transparent

•

•

•

•

•

Antiglare ring

•

•				

Reflector surface finishes

Mounting surround

Attachments

Antiglare frame			
Decorative ring

•
•

•

•				

•

•

•

•

Decorative frame			
Decorative cylinder

•

•

•				

•

•

Decorative cube			

•

•				

•

Decorative panel

•

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

•

Accessories
Concrete casting surround

•

•

•
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 	S wiss Ornithological Institute, Sempach | CH
Architecture: W. + R. Leuenberger Architekten, Sursee | CH
Lighting solution partner: Illi AG, Willisau | CH
Hartung
& Co.
KG, Neumünster | DE
LightingGmbH
solution:
CREDOS

 	H artung GmbH & Co. KG, Neumünster | DE
Lighting solution: CREDOS, MELLOW LIGHT IV, ONDARIA,
PANOS INFINITY, ELEEA, LUXMATE DIMLITE
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CREDOS
Compact, simple, economically efficient
This compact LED downlight combines efficiency and functionality
with an attractive appearance. By using latest-generation LEDs,
CREDOS achieves the same levels of performance as downlights
fitted with compact fluorescent lamps up to 2/26 W – but uses
minimal energy.
With dimmable lumen packages of 650, 1000 and 2000 lumens,
CREDOS provides pleasant and uniform general lighting in public
buildings, offices, hotels and wellness areas, as well as in shops
and department stores. In closed ceilings, the downlight offers IP44
protection and can therefore be used in areas where there are
requirem ents for extra protection.

Another plus point: CREDOS has a service life of 50,000 hours with
a decline in luminous flux of no more than 30 % and is therefore also
specially recommended for areas where there are very extended
operating hours. This durability is based on an innovative aluminium
housing with a design that combines passive thermal management
with compact dimensions.
The brightness of every CREDOS downlight can be adjusted by
using standard-phase or reverse-phase dimmers.

zumtobel.com/credos

zumtobel.com/credos
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 	M irage Shopping Center, Žilina | SK
Architecture: Michal Diviš Architekti s.r.o., Žilina | SK
Lighting solution: Cielos, Slotlight, LED light lines, FD 1000, Micros, Panos
Infinity, Ondaria, Supersystem, Scuba, Perluce, Resclite, Ecosign,
Ergosign, Comsign, Luxmate Professional, Luxmate DIMLITE

 	H ymer AG, Bad Waldsee | DE
Architecture: Bauart Liebel/Kiess Planung GmbH, Bad Waldsee | DE
Lighting solution partner: i-Tec Industrieelektrik GmbH, Lauterach | AT
Lighting solution: TECTON, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL, SLOTLIGHT, PANOS, MIRAL,
MIREL, FD 1000
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FD 1000
Unobtrusive yet brilliant
The FD 1000 product range cannot fail to impress with its appli
cation-specific luminaire types and an attractive price/performance
ratio for efficient lighting in corridors and foyers, retail spaces,
office s and conference rooms, etc.
Decorative attachments for these compact fluorescent lamp downlights are a welcome lighting design and luminaire look alternative.

zumtobel.com/fd_1000

zumtobel.com/fd_1000
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FD 1000
Downlights

FD 1000 LED 200

FD 1000 II lF 200

FD 1000 S II 150

FD 1000 m 150

FD 1000 S II 200
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FD 1000 LED

FD 1000 II LF

FD 1000 M

FD 1000 S II

Distribution characteristics
Spot				

•

Flood

•

•

Swivelling				

•

•

•

Recess dimensions
Ø 150 mm			
Ø 200 mm

•

•

•

•		

•

Recessed depths
120 mm		
130 mm

•

•

150 mm 				

•

200 mm 			

•

•

230 mm 			

•

LED
14 W (3000 K),   900 lm

•

14 W (4000 K), 1000 lm

•

25 W (3000 K), 1700 lm

•

25 W (4000 K), 1900 lm

•

Metal halide lamps
HIT-TC-CE G8.5			

•

•

HIT-CE G12			

•

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-DEL		

•		

Attachments
Antiglare louvre

•

IP44 attachment

•

•

Decorative panel

•

•

Decorative ring

•

•

Glass cover, frosted			

•

UVA blocking filter				
IR/UVA blocking filter			

•

•

Meat and cold meat (M+CM) blocking filter				

•

Accessories
Ceiling reinforcing ring

•

•		

Concrete casting surround

•

•		

•
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 	R amada Hotel, Berlin | DE
Interior design: Carl-Christian Niehaus | DE
Lighting design: Artelements, Hildesheim | DE
Lighting solution: MICROS LED, Panos Infinity
 	Grand Resort, Bad Ragaz | CH
Architektur Spa-Tower: Hilmer, Sattler & Albrecht GmbH, Munich | D
General design: Burckhardt+Partner AG, Berne | CH
Lighting design: Carbone Interior Design, Wolfhalden | CH,
Reflexion AG, Zurich | CH
Lighting solution: MICROS LED, ZBOX, PANOS Q, SLOTLIGHT,
MELLOW LIGHT IV, TECTON, HELISSA, LED light lines, LIGHT FIELDS
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MICROS
Ideal alternative to
low-voltage halogen lamps
The MICROS downlight range for LV halogen lamps provides a
variety of functions and a wide assortment of cover rings and decorative attachments. Finish in white, chrome-coloured or brushed
alumin ium.
Small, practical and versatile: the MICROS downlight range includes
LED models as well as low-voltage halogen luminaires. Users reap
all the benefits of the long service life of compact LED modules in
decorative accent lighting applications in particular.

Due to high energy efficiency and a low installed load, it is appli
cations with long operating hours, e.g. in hotels and wellness areas,
in particular which benefit from the short amortisation periods of
usually less than two years.
Depending on the control gear installed, Micro LED luminaires are
switchable or dimmable via DALI, 1–10 V or PushDIM.
Another plus: luminaires with a colour temperature of 3000 K and
4000 K offer the opportunity to make exactly the right choice for
various surfaces and materials.

zumtobel.com/micros

zumtobel.com/micros
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MICROS
Downlights

micros-S D68

micros-S D80

micros-S D68 led

micros D95

micros-V D95

micros-S Q80

micros D70

micros-S D95 led

micros Q80

micros Q80 led
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micros-S micros-S micros-S
D68
D80
Q80

		

MICROS
D70

micros-S micros-S
D68 LED
D95 LED

micros
D95

MICROS-V
D95

MICROS
Q80

MICROS
Q80 LED

Distribution characteristics
Narrow-beam

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wide-angle

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Swivelling

•

•

•		

•

•		

•		

Trim				
Chromium colour

•

•

•

•			

•

•

•

Brushed aluminium

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Painted white

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Recess diameter
Ø 68 mm

•				

Ø 70 mm				
Ø 80 mm		

•

•				

•

•				

Ø 95 mm						

•

•

•		

 80 mm									

•

•

•				

•

Mounting depths
50 mm					

•

75 mm						
100 mm

•

•

•

•			

115 mm							

•			

120 mm									
125 mm								

•

•

LED				
3 x 1.2 W LED (3000 K)					

•					

3 x 1.2 W LED (4000 K)					

•			

6 x 1.2 W LED (3000 K)						

•				

•

6 x 1.2 W LED (4000 K)						

•				

•

Low-voltage halogen lamps
QR-CBC 51

•

•

•

•			

•

• 	

•

Decorative glass cylinder				

•			

Decorative ring		

•

•

•						

Decorative panel		

•

•

•						

Attachments

Protective and decorative insert									

•

Accessories
LED power pack					

•

•				

Safety transformer

•

•

•

•			

Installation kit*

•

•

•

•		

Concrete casting surround

•

•

•

•

* for normally flammable ceilings (max. 1/35 W QR-CBC 51 IRC)

•

•

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Recessed luminaires

Microprismatic luminaires
78

LIGHT FIELDS

Mellow Light
82

MELLOW LIGHT V

86

MELLOW LIGHT IV

Louvre luminaires
90

MIREL 2

Light line
94

SLOTLIGHT II

 	Administrative District Office, Marktoberdorf | DE
Architecture: Stadtmüller.Burkhardt.Architekten,
Kaufbeuren | DE
Lighting design: Ing.-Büro Körbl + Feneberg GmbH,
Füssen | DE
Lighting solution: SLOTLIGHT, LINARIA, CLARIS II,
MICROS LED

4
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 	R oyal Northern College of Music, Manchester | GB
Architecture: MBLA Architects + Urbanists, Manchester | UK
Lighting design: Gifford & Partners, Manchester | UK
Lighting solution: LIGHT FIELDS, PANOS, CLARIS II

 	E NEL Sole, Rome | IT
Lighting design: ENEL Sole, Rome
Lighting solution: LIGHT FIELDS, SLOTLIGHT, PANOS INFINITY,
LUXMATE EMOTION
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Light Fields
Ideal for high-tech offices – with LEDs,
delivers optimum lighting quality thanks
to unique MPO+ technology
The Sottsass Associati designers have created a luminaire that
cannot fail to impress with its straightforward, slim lines and highly
expressive, refined materials. LIGHT FIELDS discreetly fits into the
architecture without ever upstaging the architect’s or designer’s
vision. The emphasis is on the light, not on the luminaire. Due to
LED technology, the luminous field reaches a level of uniformity that
could not be achieved so far. Thanks to the MPO+ micro-pyramidal
optic, the only thing that really gets noticed is brilliant light; the luminaire unit fades into the background. This makes LIGHT FIELDS a
flexible architectural and interior design tool.

Design: Sottsass Associati

zumtobel.com/light_fields

zumtobel.com/light_fields
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LIGHT FIELDS
Recessed luminaires

LIGHT FIELDS L

LIGHT FIELDS Q

LIGHT FIELDS Mini

LIGHT FIELDS cluster
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LIGHT FIELDS LED
LIGHT FIELDS LED
LIGHT FIELDS E
LIGHT FIELDS E
			Mini		
cluster

LIGHT FIELDS E
Mini

Distribution characteristics
Narrow-beam

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•			

•

Colour
Aluminium
Recessed depth
to 65 mm
Module 625
•		

•

1248 x   310 mm

623 x   623 mm 	

•		

•

1548 x   310 mm

•		

•

310 x   310 mm 		

1250 x 1250 mm				

•

2500 x   625 mm				

•

1875 x 1250 mm 				

•

Module 600
•		

•

1198 x   298 mm

598 x   598 mm 	

•		

•

1498 x   298 mm

•		

•

298 x   298 mm 		

•			

1200 x 1200 mm				

•

2400 x   600 mm				

•

1800 x 1200 mm				

•

•

LED
25 W (3000 K, 65 lm/W)		

•			

25 W (4000 K, 70 lm/W)		

•

38 W (3000 K, 65 lm/W)		

•			

38 W (4000 K, 70 lm/W)		

•

44 W (3000 K, 65 lm/W)

•

•			
•

44 W (4000 K, 70 lm/W)

•

55 W (3000 K, 65 lm/W)

•				

55 W (4000 K, 70 lm/W)

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-TELI					
Fluorescent lamps
T16			

•

•

•
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	E ifach GmbH, Wohlen im Aargau | CH
Lighting solution: MELLOW LIGHT V, DISCUS LED,
LUXMATE DIMLITE
 	KaHo Sient-Lieven, Ghent | BE
Lighting solution: MELLOW LIGHT V, DIMLITE,
TECTON, VIVO, PANOS
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MELLOW LIGHT V
A piece of sky: a perfect combination of
lighting quality, efficiency and design
MELLOW LIGHT V is similar to daylight and ensures uniform light
distribution in a room. There is little direct glare, luminance levels are
effectively reduced at all viewing angles. Breaking up the lamp image also eliminates distracting reflected glare. This makes it possible
to opt for any position when arranging the layout of a workplace.
MELLOW LIGHT V combines this great flexibility with reduced maintenance effort. The sealed optic is far less prone to soiling than any
louvre luminaire.
MELLOW LIGHT V is available as a linear luminaire and in a square
design. The proportions of the lighting chamber and optic have been
optimised for the respective design.

Design James Irvine

zumtobel.com/ml_V

zumtobel.com/ml_V
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MELLOW LIGHT V
Recessed luminaires

Brightness optic
A unique distinguishing feature of the
optic is that it is manufactured in one
piece but combines various types of
light distribution in one unit. Efficient,
finely structured lenticular lenses perfectly break up the lamp image

HighDefinition optic
Combining high performance with a
more structured and detailed appearance, the one-piece HD optic makes
optimum use of the latest technology.

MicroVane optic
With its bright metallic surface, the
MicroVane optic provides a pleasantly
elegant contrast to the lighting chamber boasting soft glare control.
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MELLOW LIGHT V LED			
MELLOW LIGHT V T16			 MELLOW LIGHT V TC-L
		
Brightness
HighDefinition
MicroVane
Brightness
HighDefinition
MicroVane
Brightness
HighDefinition
MicroVane
Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle			
Extremely wide-angle

•			

•			

•

•		

•

•		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Colour
White

•

•

•

Recessed depth
to   86 mm				

•

•

•

•

•

•

to 103 mm				

•

•

•

•

•

•

•				

•		

•

•

•

to 108 mm

•

•

•

to 130 mm

•

•

•

Module 585
583 x 583 mm 			
Module 600
598 x 598 mm 	

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•				

•

•

•

•		

•

•

•

•

•		

•		

1548 x 310 mm				

•		

•

1198 x 298 mm

•

Module 625
623 x 623 mm 	
1248 x 310 mm

•

•

•

•

•

LED
39 W (3000 K)

•

39 W (4000 K)

•

•
•

52 W (3000 K)

•

•

52 W (4000 K)

•

•

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L							
Fluorescent lamps
T16				

•

•

•

•
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 	C larion Hotel, Stockholm | SE
Architecture: White Arkitekter, Stockholm | SE
Lighting design: Wedge Engineering AB, Tyresö | SE
Lighting solution: MELLOW LIGHT IV, 2LIGHT MINI RGB
 W
 agrain Bau GmbH, Wagrain | AT
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Schilchegger, Eben im Pongau | AT
Lighting solution: MELLOW LIGHT IV, OREA, LIGHT FIELDS, Ecoos,
ONLITE Artsign
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MELLOW LIGHT IV
Classic, minimalist look and reduced
dimensions
The lighting effect created by MELLOW LIGHT is very similar to that
created by daylight with its uniform luminance levels. Long-term
studies have shown that lighting quality similar to daylight enhances
the employees’ sense of well-being and performance.
MELLOW LIGHT IV’s unique lighting effect is achieved through a
combination of optics and a lighting chamber. The MPO+ micropyramidal optic increases the throughput of light while the diffuser
optic breaks up the lamp image perfectly.
The Synto version’s louvre optic ensures perfect glare reduction in
the task area. Its characteristic, visibly bright lighting effect is
produced in the lighting chamber by a high degree of scattering.

Design: Studio & Partners

zumtobel.com/ml_IV

zumtobel.com/ml_IV
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MELLOW LIGHT IV
T16/TC-L recessed luminaires

Synto louvre optic

Slotted metal sheet diffuser optic

Microprismatic optic with cross-pattern

A classic with louvre technology in
conformity with relevant standards

Design-oriented slotted metal sheet
diffuser optic

Innovative optic for maximum energy
efficiency
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Synto louvre optic

MELLOW LIGHT IV T16			
MELLOW LIGHT IV TC-L
diffuser optic
microprismatic optic
Synto louvre optic
diffuser optic
microprismatic optic

Distribution characteristics
Extremely wide-angle

•

•

•

•

•

•

Module 600
598 x 598 x   97 mm 					

•

598 x 598 x 102 mm 	

•

•

•

•

598 x 598 x 102 mm (Balanced Colour)

•

•

•			

•

•

•			

623 x 623 x   97 mm			

•			

•

623 x 623 x 102 mm 	

•		

•

•

623 x 623 x 102 mm (Balanced Colour)

•

•

•		

•

•

•			

606 x 606 x 136 mm 	

•

•

•

606 x 606 x 136 mm (Balanced Colour)

•

•

•			

1230 x 320 x 103 mm

•

•

•

1530 x 320 x 103 mm

•

•

•

1198 x 298 x   76 mm

•

•

Module 625

1248 x 310 x   76 mm

•		

Surface-mounted
•

•

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L				
Fluorescent lamps
T16

•

•

•

•

•

•
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 	P rimary School, Ybbs | AT
Architecture: Poppe-Prehal Architekten ZT GmbH, Steyr | AT
Lighting solution: MIREL 2, MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS Q, PERLUCE, SCUBA,
ONLITE COMSIGN, LUXMATE DIMLITE
 	Porsche Inter Auto, Bratislava | SK
Architecture: Ing. Arch. Juraj Fecanin, Bratislava | SK
Lighting solution: MIREL 2, VIVO, PANOS, CLARIS II, SCUBA
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MIREL 2
Recessed louvre luminaires
The louvre concept developed in Zumtobel’s R&D laboratories
optimises the interaction between two unique technical developments. It combines patented BIVERGENZ® technology and innovative UniQue ® vanes. This unique louvre technology provides four
benefits:
• Maximum efficiency and perfect uniformity
• Soft, all-round glare control in absolute conformity with relevant 	
standards
• Complete system with wallwasher, as continuous-row system and
even ball-proof design for sports hall lighting
• Ideal batwing distribution for almost optimum uniformity of the
directly emanated light
In addition, the varied diversity of this product range ensures that the
right solution for any louvre application can be found using MIREL.

zumtobel.com/mirel_t16

zumtobel.com/mirel_t16
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MIREL 2
T16 individual and continuous row luminaires

MIREL2 T16

MIREL T16 BWS luminaire for sports facilities

MIREL T16 wallwasher
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MIREL2 T16
MIREL2 T16
individual luminaires Armstrong ®

MIREL2 T16
MIREL2 T16
cont.-row system Infill Complete

MIREL2 T16
Infill

Mirel T16
RES-BWS

•

•

Mirel T16
FEW

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle		

•

•

•

•

Wallwasher								

•

Louvres/optics
Specular louvre		

•		

•

•

•		

Matt bivergent reflector optic		

•

•

•

•		

•

Wallwasher								
Ball-proof with stepped vanes							

•

•

Module 600
1198 x 114 x 85 mm		

•						

•

1498 x 114 x 85 mm		

•						

•

598 x 200 x 85 mm 								

•

598 x 200 x 56 mm 		

•						

1198 x 200 x 56 mm		

•					

1498 x 200 x 56 mm		

•					

1175 x 175 x 53 mm			

•					

1475 x 175 x 53 mm			

•					

598 x 298 x 53 mm 						

•		

598 x 598 x 53 mm 					

•

•		

1198 x 298 x 53 mm					

•

•		

1498 x 298 x 53 mm						

•			

1198 x 184 x 94 mm							

•		

1498 x 184 x 94 mm							

•		

1498 x 598 x 94 mm							

•

Module 600 (continuous row system)
574 x 200 x 85 mm 								
1174 x 114 x 85 mm 				

•

•				

•
•

1474 x 114 x 85 mm 				

•				

1174 x 200 x 85 mm 				

•			

1474 x 200 x 85 mm				

•			

Module 625
1248 x 114 x 85 mm		

•						

•

1548 x 114 x 85 mm		

•						

•

623 x 200 x 85 mm 								

•

623 x 200 x 56 mm 		

•						

1248 x 200 x 56 mm		

•						

1548 x 200 x 56 mm		

•						

623 x 310 x 53 mm 						

•		

623 x 623 x 53 mm 					

•

•		

1248 x 310 x 53 mm					

•

•		

1548 x 310 x 53 mm						

•		

1248 x 184 x 94 mm							

•

1548 x 184 x 94 mm							

•

1548 x 623 x 94 mm							

•

Module 625 (continuous row system)
599 x 200 x 85 mm 								
1198 x 114 x 85 mm 				

•

•				

•
•

1498 x 114 x 85 mm 				

•				

1198 x 200 x 85 mm 				

•			

1498 x 200 x 85 mm				

•			

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L								

•

Fluorescent lamps
T16		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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 	P etter Dass Museet, Sandnessjøen | NO
Architecture and lighting design: Snøhetta AS, Oslo | NO
Lighting solution: SLOTLIGHT II, VIVO

 	V HV Lebensversicherung AG, Hanover | DE
Architecture: Architekten BKSP Grabau Leiber Obermann & Partner, Hanover | DE
Lighting design: Lumen3 (public spaces), Munich | DE
Planungsgemeinschaft Taube Goerz Liegat in collaboration with design studio
Taube + Goerz GmbH, Hanover | DE
Lighting solution: SLOTLIGHT II, OPURA, LINARIA, TECTON, LIGHT FIELDS,
PANOS, PHAOS, LUXMATE LITENET
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SLOTLIGHT II
The straight-ahead luminaire
Soothingly pure light from uniform light lines without luminaire unit –
SLOTLIGHT II produces excellent lighting effects and uniform light
distribution. If required, it masters the art of taking light around the
corner, its illuminated L-connectors opening up new scope for creative design.
Just as skilfully it masters the lighting connection from the interior to
the exterior: as a readily assembled individual luminaire, SLOTLIGHT II
IP54 ensures absolute protection against water splash and dust
without any compromise in terms of luminous intensity.

zumtobel.com/slotlight_II

zumtobel.com/slotlight_II
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SLOTLIGHT II
Light line

SLOTLIGHT II LRO

SLOTLIGHT II Opal

SLOTLIGHT II IP54

SLOTLIGHT II LED RGB

SLOTLIGHT  II recessed

without frame

with frame
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SLOTLIGHT II LED SLOTLIGHT II LED
individual lum. IP40 individual lum. IP54

SLOTLIGHT II LED
cont.-row system

SLOTLIGHT II T16
SLOTLIGHT II T16
individual lum. IP40 individual lum. IP54

SLOTLIGHT II T16
cont.-row channel

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle

•

•

•

•

•

•

PMMA

•

•

•

•

•

•

LRO

•			

•		

Recessed without a frame (W 72 mm / MD 132 mm)

•

•

•

•

•

Recessed with frame (W 82 mm / MD 132 mm)

•			

•

•

•

Surface-mounted/pendant (W 72 mm / H 100 mm)

•

•

•

•

Optics

Installation
•
•

•

Corner luminaire (520 x 520 mm)			

•

LED modules (channel / IP40 / IP54 / continuous-row channel)
606 /   611 mm 	

•		

•

906 /   911 mm

•		

•

1206 / 1211 mm

•

•

•

1506 / 1511 / 1553 mm 	

•

•

•		

1806 / 1811 / 1853 mm

•

•

•

2106 / 2111 / 2153 mm

•

•

•

2406 / 2411 / 2453 mm 	

•

•

•

3006 / 3110 / 3053 mm 	

•

•

•			

3606 / 3611 / 3653 mm

•

•

•			

4206 / 4211 / 4253 mm

•

•

•			

4506 / 4511 / 4553 / 4500 mm

•

•

•			

T16 modules (channel / IP40 / IP54 / continuous-row channel)
Corner luminaire (507 x 507 / 807 x 807 mm)						

•

580 /   585 /  626 mm				

•		

•

880 /   885 /   926 mm				

•		

•

1180 / 1185 / 1226 mm				

•

•

•

1480 / 1485 / 1526 mm 				

•

•

•

2250 / 2255 / 2296 mm				

•

•

•

2850 / 2855 / 2896 mm				

•

•

•

3320 / 3325 / 3366 / 3216 mm				

•

•

•

4220 / 4225 / 4266 / 4116 mm				

•

•

•

LED
Stable White (3000 K)

•

•

Stable White (4000 K)

•

•

RGB light line (1256 mm)

•		

•			
•
•			

•

Fluorescent lamps
T16				

•

•

•

Upper reflector				

•		

•

Corner luminaire reflector				

•		

•

Through-wiring			

•			

•

LED suction cup

•

•			

Power-feed kit			

•			

•

End-cap set			

•			

•

Inserts

Accessories
•

Surface-mounted and pendant luminaires

Waveguide luminaires
100

AERO II

102

VAERO

104

OREA

Microprismatic luminaires
106

LIGHT FIELDS

108

Ecoos
5

Circular luminaires
110

ONDARIA

Light line
112

SLOTLIGHT II

Mellow Light
114

MELLOW LIGHT IV

Luminous ceilings
116

CIELOS

Louvre luminaires
120

ELEEA

124

CLARIS II

126

RTX II

130

MIRAL

134

FREELINE

Decorative pendant luminaires
136

SCONFINE SFERA

138

SCONFINE LINEA

140

LQ CHANDELIER

 	HDI-Gerling AG, Hanover | DE
Architecture: Ingenhoven architects, Düsseldorf | DE
Lighting design: Tropp Lighting Design GmbH,
Weilheim | DE
Lighting solution: ECOOS, SUPERSYSTEM, MIREL,
LINARIA, ONLITE RESCLITE
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 	A ssociation of Trentino’s municipalities, Trento | IT
Architecture: Arch. Giovanni Modena, Studio associato Modena De Concini, Trento | IT
Lighting design: SIRA soc.coop.r.l., Rovereto (TN) | IT
Lighting solution: AERO II, ORILED, ONLITE RESCLITE, ONLITE COMSIGN,
ONLITE PURESIGN
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AERO II
A design masterstroke
AERO II writes a new chapter in the history of lighting technology.
Being a hybrid model, it was the first luminaire to interactively
combine LED and fluorescent lamp. The 100 % LED version goes
even further by exploiting the LED’s potential not only for direct
lighting, but also for indirect lighting. In terms of design and lighting
technology, the new AERO II is based on the classic AERO luminaire
by Ettore Sottsass. Its high-quality waveguide technology with
micro-pyramidal optic set new standards in lighting quality.
By integrating LEDs in a consistent design concept, efficiency and
quality have now been combined at the highest level.

Design: Sottsass Associati

zumtobel.com/aero_II

zumtobel.com/aero_II
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 	W iener Städtische, Vienna | AT
Lighting solution: VAERO, SLOTLIGHT, ONLITE ARTSIGN, ONLITE RESCLITE

 	A gentur kleiner und bold, Berlin | DE
Architecture: Ey Architektur, Porcella + Morgan GbR, Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: Vaero, RTX II, Copa, Cardan Spirit, MELLOW LIGHT IV
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VAERO
The flatscreen among waveguide
luminaires
Light without shadow. Convenience plus efficiency. Clear stylistic
idiom and application-focussed lighting effect. The VAERO waveguide luminaire combines these supposed opposites in a unique
way. Its purist design, tried and tested MPO+ optic and flexibly
adjusta ble indirect light component masterfully set the essentials
centre stage. People and their work, the architecture and the space.
VAERO is perfect for office buildings that are meant to stand out.
Whether in single-person, team or open-plan offices, this innovative
pendant luminaire meets the need for prestigious lighting and
satisfies users’ wishes for a productive sense of wellbeing equally
well. VAERO can be positioned anywhere, regardless of the way
works tations are arranged, and ensures reflection-free screen and
desk-based working.

Design: Hartmut S. Engel

zumtobel.com/vaero

zumtobel.com/vaero
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 	Wagrain Bau, Wagrain | AT
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Schilchegger, Eben i. Pongau | AT
Lighting solution: OREA, MELLOW LIGHT IV, LIGHT FIELDS, Ecoos,
ONLITE Artsign

 	H ypotheken-Landesbank, Judenburg | AT
Lighting solution: OREA

105

orea
The design alternative for minimalists
OREA is based on the lighting concept of the waveguide luminaire
and offers a second design variant. Its clear formal language and
unobtrusive design emphasize the new trend in architecture.
OREA is available with the SLC ® waveguide.
SLC ® waveguide
The light from the T16 lamp is coupled into a tapering SLC ® waveguide. Inside the SLC (Lateral Light Coupler), the light is emitted and
directed downwards via a combination of precisely arranged linear
prisms on the rounded upper side and microprisms on the under
side, thereby achieving minimal glare and optimal direction of light.

Design: Bea Fröis

zumtobel.com/orea

zumtobel.com/orea
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B
 EWAG Netz GmbH, Eisenstadt | AT
Architecture: Arch. Johann Schandl, Eisenstadt | AT
Lighting solution: Light Fields, Slotlight,
Cardan Spirit, Onlite Puresign,
Onlite Resclite, Onlite central
 	Dr. Fahrenholz dental surgery, Vienna | AT
Lighting solution: LIGHT FIELDS
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LIGHT FIELDS
Excellent lighting quality is topped off
with new levels of uniformity and
efficiency thanks to LED
Due to its mounting depth of less than 100 mm, the recessed
luminaire is perfectly suitable for suspended ceilings with little instal
lation space. The surface-mounted luminaire allows modern offic e
buildings to avoid suspended ceilings altogether. With a height of
62 mm it is even flatter than the recessed luminaire. Yet it provides
the same level of uniformity, glare control and efficiency. Using
approp riate accessories, the surface-mounted luminaire can be
suspende d from the ceiling very easily. This makes it also suitable
for rooms with very high ceilings.
In its square version, LIGHT FIELDS LED unfolds maximum luminaire
efficiency. Independent of colour temperature (3000 or 4000 K) and
the dimensions of the module, the luminaire reaches an efficiency
factor in excess of 70 lumens per watt.

Design: Sottsass Associati

As T16 models, too, all designs are available as surface-mounted
and pendant luminaires. When suspended from the ceiling (min.
pendant length 35 cm), the well-balanced ratio between indirect and
direct light makes LIGHT FIELDS really impressive. Sufficient vertical
illuminance levels ensure uniform room illumination and perfect contrast rendition. In addition, the extremely wide-angle indirect component gently and uniformly brightens up the ceiling.
For more information, see section 4.

zumtobel.com/light_fields

zumtobel.com/light_fields
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 	TechnoAlpin AG, Bolzano | IT
Architecture: Arch. Roland Baldi,
Arch. Johannes Niederstätter, Bolzano | IT
Lighting design: Studio G GmbH, Brunico (BZ) | IT
Lighting solution: Ecoos, Panos, Slotlight II, Copa, Scuba,
Perluce
 	Wagrain Bau, Wagrain | AT
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Schilchegger, Eben i. Pongau | AT
Lighting solution: Ecoos, OREA, MELLOW LIGHT IV, LIGHT FIELDS,
ONLITE Artsign
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ecoos
Individual luminaire and
continuous-row system – 360° light
This luminaire is right up with the times. ECOOS’s rounded corners
team consistent straight lines with soft contours. It embodies an
equally sophisticated interplay of features and materials. The textured surfaces of the luminaire unit are attractively finished off by
shiny chrome end caps. The MPO+ micro-pyramidal optic and perforated lateral reflectors make the luminaire sparkle like crystal.
ECOOS has a brilliant look which enhances both workspaces and
communication areas alike. It achieves this through the effect of light
and the vista it produces. ECOOS is economically efficient and environmentally compatible – it provides all-round 360 degree light using
just one light source and fulfils a wide range of tasks. For working,
for relaxing and for a pleasant room effect. It has a versatile range of
uses. Office buildings and educational establishments are just two
application areas where ECOOS meets both technical lighting and
maintenance requirements with maximum economic efficiency.

zumtobel.com/ecoos

zumtobel.com/ecoos
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 	H artung GmbH & Co. KG, Neumünster | DE
Lighting design: Elektro Schüler Installation GmbH, Bordesholm | DE
Lighting solution: ONDARIA, CREDOS, MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS INFINITY, ELEEA,
LUXMATE DIMLITE

 	E deka, Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: Ondaria, Tecton, SL 1000

111

Ondaria
Soft lighting effect in a
harmonious design
The design of ONDARIA, the opal circular luminaire, speaks for itself:
soft contours, homogeneous silhouette. Designer Stefan Ambrozus
vividly describes the combination of austere basic geometrical forms
with soft outlines: “Thanks to its distinct radius and soft contours as
well as the addition of a subtle indirect component, Ondaria almost
seems to float in the air.”
Due to its soft, round design language, ONDARIA is particularly
well-suited for prestigious areas such as foyers. As it allows fully
flexible arrangement, the luminaire perfectly blends into every room
layout.

Design: Studio Ambrozus

zumtobel.com/ondaria

zumtobel.com/ondaria
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	M usée Curtius, Liège | BE
Architecture: Cabinet Hautecler P. & Dumont P. Sprl, Liège | BE
Lighting design: Bureau d’études Pierre Berger, Chaudfontaine | BE
Lighting solution: SLOTLIGHT, ARCOS, SOLAR, XENO, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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SLOTLIGHT II
The straight-ahead luminaire
Soothingly pure light from uniform light lines without a luminaire
unit – SLOTLIGHT II produces excellent lighting effects and a uniform light distribution. If required, it masters the art of taking light
around the corner, its illuminated L-connectors opening up new
scope for creative design.
Just as skilfully it masters the lighting connection from the interior to
the exterior: as a readily assembled individual luminaire, SLOTLIGHT II
IP54 ensures absolute protection against water splash and dust
without any compromise in terms of luminous intensity.
For more information, see section 4.

zumtobel.com/slotlight_II

zumtobel.com/slotlight_II
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 	G rand Resort, Bad Ragaz | CH
Architektur Spa-Tower: Hilmer, Sattler & Albrecht GmbH, Munich | D
General design: Burckhardt+Partner AG, Berne | CH
Lighting design: Carbone Interior Design, Wolfhalden | CH, Reflexion AG, Zurich | CH
Lighting solution: MELLOW LIGHT IV, MICROS LED, ZBOX, PANOS Q, SLOTLIGHT,
TECTON, HELISSA, LED light lines, LIGHT FIELDS

	A . Loacker, Heinfels | AT
Architecture: Architektengemeinschaft Lienz | AT
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Ortner, Lienz | AT
Lighting solution: CREDOS, MELLOW LIGHT IV, ONDARIA, PANOS INFINITY, ELEEA,
LUXMATE DIMLITE
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MELLOW LIGHT IV
Classic, minimalist look and
reduced dimensions
The lighting effect created by MELLOW LIGHT is very similar to that
created by daylight with its uniform luminance levels. Long-term
studies have shown that lighting quality similar to daylight enhances
the employees’ performance and sense of well-being.
MELLOW LIGHT IV’s unique lighting effect is achieved through a
combination of optics and a lighting chamber. The MPO+ micropyramidal optic increases the throughput of light while the diffuser
optic breaks up the lamp image perfectly.
The Synto version’s louvre optic ensures perfect glare reduction in
the task area. Its characteristic, visibly bright lighting effect is
produced in the lighting chamber by a high degree of scattering.
For more information, see section 4.

Design: Studio & Partners

zumtobel.com/ml_IV

zumtobel.com/ml_IV
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CIELOS Monocolor

CIELOS Multicolor

CIELOS MOVE
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CIELOS
Huge variety of design options with light,
colour and movement
The essence of wide-area lighting. This modular media luminaire
represents the latest generation of lighting, using diffuse, wide-area
light as a flexible design element for ceilings, walls and objects.
CIELOS is not a custom-made item, yet it is tailored to the user’s
needs. Easy to assemble and install, easy to maintain. This is what
makes CIELOS highly attractive, even for smaller rooms. Even just
a single lighting module will create a pleasant, emotional atmosphere
that is enhanced as each new module is added. Each module is
uniformly illuminated right up to the edge, thus combining smoothly
to form a luminous ceiling.

Design: Billings Jackson Design

The CIELOS luminaire stays in control of the situation in any position.
All versions can be used as a solo performer or as part of a luminaire cluster. The fact that fixing and installation are completed
in just a few simple steps is a feature that appeals to the practicallyminded. There are surface mounting and pendant options for ceilings. CIELOS can be fixed directly onto walls as a vertical design
feature.

zumtobel.com/cielos

zumtobel.com/cielos
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CIELOS
Wall-mounted and ceiling-mounted luminaires

CIELOS MONOCOLOR

CIELOS MULTICOLOR
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CIELOS MOVE

			
CIELOS 1C
				
Monocolor

CIELOS LED RGB
Multicolor

CIELOS MOVE
Media

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle			

•			

Modules				
600 x 600 x   80 mm			

•			

900 x 900 x   80 mm			

•

600 x 600 x 150 mm				

•

•

900 x 900 x 150 mm				

•

•

Clusters				
2 x 2					

•

2 x 4					

•

3 x 2					

•

3 x 3					

•

4 x 1					

•

4 x 3					

•

4 x 4					

•

LED				
LED (RGB)				

•

•

Fluorescent lamps				
T16			

•

Accessories
Lamp set 1C			

•

Movies					

•

CCS video controller					

•
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 	L awyer’s office in Vienna | AT
Architecture: DI Markus Marignoni, Wien | AT
Lighting solution: ELEEA LRO, ONDARIA, OPURA,
2LIGHT MINI, VAERO, LUXMATE Basic
 	Hartung GmbH & Co. KG, Neumünster | DE
Lighting design: Elektro Schüler Installation GmbH,
Bordesholm | DE
Lighting solution: ELEEA, ONDARIA, CREDOS,
MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS INFINITY,
LUXMATE DIMLITE
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eleea
Direct/indirect luminaire range – efficient
solution with excellent lighting quality
ELEEA is available as individual luminaire, double length luminaire,
or continuous-row system. It can be surface-mounted or suspended
by single cords.
In the suspended version, ELEEA luminaires can be operated with
ceiling spacings ranging from 15 cm to 50 cm without any loss in
quality of illumination. Thanks to its light output ratio of over 90 %
and low installed load, this luminaire range is highly efficient. A direct
component of 75 % and an indirect component of 25 % ensure a well
balanced lighting situation. The luminaires are optionally available
with louvre optic or LRO optic, or even as a hybrid luminaire, upon
request. For use as a continuous-row system, straight and L connectors can be ordered.

zumtobel.com/eleea

zumtobel.com/eleea
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ELEEA
Surface-mounted and pendant luminaires

ELEEA surface-mounted luminaire with darklight louvre

ELEEA surface-mounted luminaire with LRO optic

ELEEA surface-mounted luminaire with wallwasher optic

ELEEA continuous-row luminaire with darklight louvre
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ELEEA D-D/I LRO-D/I
ELEEA D-D LRO-D
ELEEA WW
						
wallwasher

ELEEA D-D/I LRO-D/I
cont.-row lum.

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle				
Direct/indirect			

•		

•

•			

•

Wallwasher					

•

Optics
Darklight louvre			

•

•		

•

LRO optic			

•

•		

•

Wallwasher optic					

•

Installation
Surface-mounted				

•

•

•		

•

•

1200 mm			

•

•

•

•

1500 mm 			

•

•

•

•

2412 mm			

•

•

•

•

3012 mm			

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Straight connector						

•

L-connector						

•

Pendant			
1-length

2-length

Fluorescent lamps
T16			
Connectors

Accessories
Cord suspension kit			

•		

•

•

Transparent supply cable			

•		

•

•

LRO set			

•			
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 	Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester | UK
Architecture: MBLA Architects + Urbanists, Manchester | UK
Lighting design: Gifford & Partners, Manchester | UK
Lighting solution: CLARIS II, PANOS, LIGHT FIELDS

 	A dministrative District Office, Marktoberdorf | DE
Architecture: Stadtmüller.Burkhardt.Architekten, Kaufbeuren | DE
Lighting design: Ing.-Büro Körbl + Feneberg GmbH, Füssen | DE
Lighting solution: CLARIS II, SLOTLIGHT, LINARIA, MICROS LED
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CLARIS II
Reduced minimalism boasting
innovative louvre technology for perfect
office lighting
This luminaire can be clearly recognised as a member of the CLARIS
range, as the latter’s reduced, linear design and strictly geometrical
basic shape have been adopted and developed further.
Its external appearance has been consistently minimised in line
with current trends, without sacrificing any essential design feature.
The very essence of this reduction is reflected by the uncom
promisingly symmetrical frame. Its clean, angular shape is an un
mistakable feature of CLARIS II.

Design: A • G LICHT BONN

zumtobel.com/claris_II

zumtobel.com/claris_II
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 	G rammar school, Rostock | DE
Architecture: Architektengemeinschaft Ursula Jastram,
Maik Buttler und Barbara Hass, Rostock | DE
Lighting solution: RTX II, SLOTLIGHT
 	Institut Marie Immaculée-Montjoie, Anderlecht | BE
Architecture and lighting design: TRAIT architects, Uccle | BE
Lighting solution: RTX II, TECTON, PERLUCE, SLOTLIGHT, ONLITE Resclite,
Panos, Scuba, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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RTX II
The design-oriented
continuous-row system
RTX II is both an individual luminaire and a lighting system,
and hence offers a wealth of solutions for a wide range of
applications – from offices to classrooms. Contemporary, sleek
design and the differentiated use of aluminium in a natural, anodised
finish lend the system its uncluttered, clean lines.

Design: Charles Keller

zumtobel.com/rtx_II

zumtobel.com/rtx_II
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RTX II
Surface-mounted and pendant luminaires

RTX II C
matt BIVERGENT louvre

RTX II C I/D
matt BIVERGENT louvre
(with perforated side
pieces for indirect light)

RTX II cover section
for batten luminaire

RTX II WW
wallwasher optic

RTX II cover section
between luminaires

129

RTX II louvre luminaires
		

RTX II
trunking

RTX II
cont.-row luminaires

RTX II
louvre luminaires

RTX II
wallwashers

RTX II
cover sections

Distribution characteristics						
Wide-angle			

•

Direct/indirect			

•

Wallwasher				

•

Optics
Matt BIVERGENT louvre			

•			

ID/D matt BIVERGENT louvre			

•		

Wallwasher optic				

•

Length
589 mm					

•

739 mm					

•

1177 mm		

•

•

•

•

1477 mm		

•

•

•

•

Trunking, 1-length
1177 mm

•			

1477 mm 	

•				

Trunking, 2-length
2354 mm

•		

2954 mm

•			

Trunking, 3-length
3531 mm

•

4431 mm

•

Fluorescent lamps (direct)
T16			
Connectors
Straight connector

•		

L-connector

•

T-connector

•

X-connector

•

Accessories
Cord suspension kit with ceiling rose, white

•

Cord suspension kit with ceiling rose, silver

•

Transparent supply cable

•		

Feeder kit

•

Trunking end-cap set

•

•

•
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 	Bene Büromöbel, Bregenz | AT
Lighting solution: MIRAL 2

K
 irchberg Sports Hall, Kirchberg | CH
Architecture: Arn + Partner, Münchenbuchsee | CH
Lighting solution: Miral, Tecton
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MIRAL 2, MIRAL T16
Surface-mounted and
pendant louvre luminaires
Confidently showing its class without pushing itself to the fore –
this is MIRAL 2 at its best. The luminaire unit cannot fail to impress
with its low profile, slim-line design emphasised by its linear contours. MIRAL 2 boasts a clear stylistic idiom and high functionality,
its newly developed end caps complementing the harmonious
overall impression. For Studio Ambrozus, the definition of perfect
design also includes optimum h andling and ease of installation.

MIRAL T16 BWS sports hall lighting
In any case, perfect lighting must ensure the safety of athletes and
the best possible visual conditions for competitors, spectators and
referees. The luminaire has been developed and tested especially
for this area of application. Standard EN 12193, which was prepared
in cooperation with sports associations, provides guidance on proper lighting. BWS T16 effortlessly meets the specifications contained
in this standard, regardless of whether it is installed as a surfacemounted or recessed luminaire. It can be fitted with light sources of
up to 80 W.
For more information, see section 4.

Design: Studio Ambrozus

zumtobel.com/miral_t16

zumtobel.com/miral_t16
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MIRAL 2 / MIRAL T16
For offices and sports facilities

MIRAL 2 T16 FAC2
surface-mounted/pendant luminaire
with matt louvre

MIRAL 2 T16 FAW2
surface-mounted/pendant luminaire
with wallwasher optic

MIRAL T16 FAC2 B Infill
matt louvre

MIRAL T16 RAS-BWS
stepped-vane optic, luminaire for sports facilities

			
			

MIRAL2 T16
surface-mounted

MIRAL2 T16
pendant

MIRAL2 T16
wallwasher

MIRAL T16
Infill

MirAl T16
RAS-BWS

•

•

Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle		

•			

Direct/indirect			

•			

Wallwasher						

•

Louvres/optics
Specular louvre		

•

•		

•

Matt louvre 		

•

•		

•

Wallwasher optic				

•

Ballproof with stepped vane optic						

•

Dimensions
600 x 600 x   57 mm 					

•

1200 x 187 x   73 mm		

•

•

•		

1500 x 187 x   73 mm		

•

•

•		

1550 x 186 x 101 mm						

•

1550 x 312 x 101 mm						

•

1550 x 450 x 101 mm						

•

Fluorescent lamps
T16		

•

•

Transparent supply cable			

•

Continuous-row connector		

•

•

•

•

Trunking						

•

Ceiling suspension						

•

Chain suspension						

•

Accessories
•

Cord suspension						

•

Cover strips						

•
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 	L andessparkasse zu Oldenburg (LzO) | DE
Architecture: RKW Rhode Kellermann Wawrowsky
Architekten + Städtebau, Düsseldorf | DE
Lighting design: Licht Kunst Licht, Bonn | DE
Lighting solution: FREELINE, MINIUM LITE
 	Aartsenfruit Breda B.V., Breda | NL
Architecture: Grosfeld Architecten, Breda | NL
Lighting design: TES Installatietechniek B.V.,
Breda | NL
Lighting solution: FREELINE
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FREELINE
The task-area luminaire for
greater room flexibility
FREELINE optimises louvre technology
Flexible TASK AREA concepts place high demands on lighting technology. As the luminaire is arranged directly above the workstation,
it must provide absolutely glare-free lighting with pleasant contrast.
FREELINE has been developed specifically for lighting specific
visual tasks at the workstation. The visual task is illuminated from
two sides, with precisely directed light. Glare caused by reflections
is avoided thanks to laterally emitted light, which also ensures
well-balanced shadow detail. Indirect light from the centre and,
optionally, from the sides ensures optimum visual comfort. People’s
sense of wellbeing is enhanced by visible luminance levels.

Design: Ingenhoven und Partner Architekten

zumtobel.com/freeline

zumtobel.com/freeline
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 	A OL London | UK
Architecture: CB Richard Ellis, London | UK
Lighting solution: SCONFINE SFERA, SCONFINE LINEA, PANOS

 	D ouglas Perfumery, Frankenthal | DE
Building services design: IP5 Ingenieurpartnerschaft, Karlsruhe | DE
Shop fitters: UniversalProjekt, Hardheim | DE
Lighting solution: Sconfine Sfera, Careena, SL 1000, Panos Infinity,
Luxmate Emotion
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SCONFINE SFERA
Spherical pendant luminaires,
apparently weightless and floating
Sconfine Sfera is a range of spherical pendant luminaires with
partly transparent chrome or bronze coating, with the lamps of the
LED module visibly located in the luminaire unit. They provide both
direct radiation into the area required and reflection inside the
luminaire unit, making it appear to float. An opal inner sphere
(access ory) ensures optimum glare control in conjunction with the
chrome coating – enhancing the impression of plasticity and room
depth.

Design: Matteo Thun

The Sconfine Sfera range is available with a wide variety of
differe nt light sources, from energy-saving lamps through to
advanced LED technology. This makes it ideal for many different
applic ations, since it can be optimally adjusted to its respective use.
Sconfine Sfera is the all-rounder among pendant luminaires.
Changing the colour of the light by dimming the luminaires is a
matter of course, affecting the room atmosphere to the extent
required.

zumtobel.com/sconfine

zumtobel.com/sconfine
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 	A OL London | UK
Architecture: CB Richard Ellis, London | UK
Lighting solution: SCONFINE LINEA, SCONFINE SFERA, PANOS

 	R TECH SA, Liège | BE
Architecture: Urb Valentiny & Associés s.c.p.r.l., Liège | BE
Lighting solution: SCONFINE LINEA, AERO II, CAREENA, CRAYON LED,
LIGHT FIELDS, VIVO LED, ONLITE RESCLITE
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SCONFINE LINEA
The elegant pendant luminaire system in
the Sconfine range
Impressive on account of its elegant design, whether installed
vertically or horizontally. The luminaire unit made of a diffuser-pearl
optic fascinates as it appears almost immaterial. The electronic
components are accommodated in chrome-coated housings, a
design feature common to all Sconfine luminaires.
Three design lengths, and pendant lengths of more than four metres
allow for a wealth of applications, as an individual luminaire or a
lumin aire cluster, also in rooms with high ceilings such as staircases,
foyers and halls.

Design: Matteo Thun

Rooms can be creatively designed or modified, not only where clusters of pendant luminaires are used: special components provide for
the required flexibility in terms of interior design. Configuring individual pendant luminaires to form a “cloud” of apparently floating light
lines creates room depth and dematerialisation of space, in line with
the SCONFINE philosophy. Clusters can be infinitely extended and
blend perfectly into rooms with high ceilings.

zumtobel.com/sconfine

zumtobel.com/sconfine
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 	Z umtobel Light Forum Vienna | AT
Lighting solution: LQ Chandelier
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LQ Chandelier
A decorative pendant luminaire that can
be arranged to form a lighting object
“LQ” is a humorous reference by the New York architect Hani Rashid
to Louis Quatorze, the Sun King. The application of certain geometrical principles, the focussing of miniature faces into a multi-facetted
reflector, and the accurate arrangement of innovative LED light
sources is all it takes to create exciting visual effects, a complex
relation al texture of form and light.
The basic unit of the modular chandelier consists of four LED
modules, each fitted with 3 LEDs of 1.2 W each. A highly distinctive
feature is the downwardly opening tulip-shaped design of the
chrome-plated components, which emphasises the chandelier’s
avant-garde look.

Design: Hani Rashid

zumtobel.com/lq_chandelier

zumtobel.com/lq_chandelier

Free-standing and wall-mounted luminaires

Free-standing and
wall-mounted luminaires
144

SFERA
OPURA
CAPA
LIGHT FIELDS
KAREA

Reading light
147

AMALIA

Recessed wall luminaires
148

KAVA

Wall-mounted and
ceiling-mounted luminaires
150

HELISSA

152

TOULOUP

6
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 	V HV Lebensversicherung AG, Hanover | DE
Architecture: Architekten BKSP Grabau Leiber Obermann & Partner, Hanover | DE
Lighting design: Lumen3 (public spaces), Munich | DE
Planungsgemeinschaft Taube Goerz Liegat in collaboration with design studio
Taube + Goerz GmbH, Hanover | DE
Lighting solution: SLOTLIGHT II, OPURA, LINARIA, TECTON, LIGHT FIELDS, PANOS,
PHAOS, LUXMATE LITENET
 	Care home, Maldegem | BE
Architecture: AIKO – Architecten en Ingenieurs, Maldegem | BE
Lighting solution: KAREA, PANOS, COPA, SLOTLIGHT, CLARIS
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zumtobel.com/sfera

zumtobel.com/sfera

Free-standing and
wall-mounted luminaires
Mobile task luminaires for greater
freedom of design plus extra convenience
and maximum efficiency
In line with current trends, these luminaires provide maximum
efficienc y and ergonomic compatibility. What is more – they are
completely independent and flexible. Free-standing luminaires
can be positioned wherever required: in any location in the room,
at any position relative to the task area; there they focus their light
onto the specific visual task – economically and efficiently.

zumtobel.com/opura

zumtobel.com/opura

zumtobel.com/capa

zumtobel.com/capa

zumtobel.com/light_fields

zumtobel.com/light_fields

zumtobel.com/karea

zumtobel.com/karea
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Free-standing and wall-mounted luminaires
Overview

SFERA
free-standing luminaire

OPURA
free-standing and wall-mounted luminaire

LIGHT FIELDS
free-standing and wall-mounted luminaire

KAREA
free-standing and wall-mounted luminaire

CAPA
free-standing and wall-mounted luminaire

147

SFERA

OPURA

CAPA

LIGHT FIELDS

KAREA

Indirect/direct

•

•

•

•

•

Indirect/direct light separately controllable

•

•

AMALIA

Distribution characteristics

•

Wide-angle
Installation
Free-standing

•

Wall-mounted

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Table-mounted

•

Colour
Aluminium

•

Titanium

•

Silver
White

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Louvres/optics
MPO+
LRO

•
•

Perforated metal optic

•

Luminaire-head connection (free-standing luminaires)
Symmetrical
Asymmetrical

•
•

•

SENSCONTROL

•

•

SWARMCONTROL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Built-in control (free-standing luminaires)
SwitchDim

•

Light source
TC-L
LED

•

•

AMALIA
reading light
The CAPA and OPURA free-standing
luminaire s as well as the dimmable models
of LIGHT FIELDS and KAREA bear this
label marking particularly resource-saving
products.
For more information on eco+, please visit
zumtobel.com/eco
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 	Volksbank Herzogenburg | AT
Lighting solution: Kava, Spheros, Slotlight, 2Light, LUXMATE BASIC
 	Riders Palace, Laax | CH
Architecture: René Meierhofer, Laax | CH
Lighting solution: Kava LED, Tecton, Ledos, Luxmate Professional
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KAVA LED / KAVA
Asymmetrical recessed wall luminaire
With its superior, indirect light, KAVA LED conveys an understated,
restrained appearance. The light generated by the light emitting
diode s is directed onto the ground by the asymmetrical reflector
while the luminaire itself blends into the background. KAVA LED is
an attractive solution for illuminating stairs, as ambient lighting in
pedes trian areas and corridors or for lateral staircase lighting from
the wall.
If increased impact strength and moisture protection are required,
then KAVA LED IP54 is the right choice, whether in foyers, corridors
or stairwells in hotels, car parks and public buildings or as orientation lighting in hospitals, retirement homes and care homes.

Four basic KAVA models are available, in different design sizes and
with a variety of lamps to be fitted. Specular reflectors made of matt
anodised high-purity aluminium provide asymmetrical light distribution. Decorative attachments (KAVA TC only) ensure plenty of scope
for creative design. Four different diffusers made of matt-sanded
silicate glass in a special-steel frame are available for the square
basic design. Spring clips make it easy to install the luminaires in
cavity walls. For installation in solid walls, special wall-recessed
housings – also as IP44 version – are available.

zumtobel.com/kava

zumtobel.com/kava
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Helissa
Pleasant appearance with suitable profile
for indoor and outdoor areas
Effective as well as energy-saving: the decorative HELISSA wall
and ceiling-mounted luminaire masterfully sets corridors, staircases,
functional areas, wellness and outdoor areas centre stage. Lumi
naires with the same visual look and IP40 and IP65 protection
create a unique opportunity to implement lighting solutions in a
single consistent upmarket design as one moves from indoors to
outdoors.
Both the round and square versions of HELISSA blend seamlessly
into their architectural surroundings thanks to their unobtrusive
design. A subtle white or coloured corona gives the luminaire an
incred ibly weightless look and emphasises its decorative appearance.
The diffuser is made of UV-resistant polycarbonate (IP40) or
high-quality satin-finished glass (IP65). HELISSA’s elegant design is
topped off by a solid frame made of polished specular aluminium
(only IP65) in a white or titanium finish.

HELISSA really comes into its own in all situations where attractive,
efficient lighting is required at affordable cost. HELISSA is a com
prehensive luminaire product line which includes emergency lighting
versions to take care of all essential tasks in passageways and
functional areas. With its unobtrusive design and colour, it blends
harmoniously into any surroundings. When mounted on a wall or
ceiling, indir ectly radiated light wraps the luminaire in a soft corona,
which, together with diffuse direct light, produces an agreeable
room atmos phere.

zumtobel.com/helissa

zumtobel.com/helissa
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TOULOUP
From function to fancy –
a universal wall- and ceiling-mounted
luminaire with special talents
Three aluminium rings
The elegant, matt aluminium rings fitted to a robust Lexan cover unit
provide the luminaire with its unmistakable appearance.
Decorative lighting effects
The indirect lighting component produces the impressive corona
effect on walls or ceilings.
High-quality diffuser
Boasting perfectly uniform illumination, the glare-free luminaire
diffuser is UV-resistant and dust-proof because of its anti-static
protective coating. This makes TOULOUP extremely robust, so that
its high-quality aesthetic appearance will last for many years.

zumtobel.com/touloup

zumtobel.com/touloup

Continuous-row systems and individual batten luminaires

Continuous-row systems
156

TECTON

164

ZX2

Individual batten luminaires
168

LINARIA

170

ZE

174

XPO

7

	S PAR supermarket, Murau | AT
Architecture: Arch. Veider Röthl Kaltenbrunner,
Leoben | AT
Lighting solution: Tecton LED, SL1000 LED,
Careena LED, Panos Infinity, Crayon, Tubilux
LED, Hedera, ONLITE Resclite
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 	Technogym SpA, Cesena | IT
Architecture: Studio Antonio Citterio & Partners,
Milan | IT
Lighting design: Studio R.B. Engineering, Modena | IT
Lighting solution: TECTON, PERLUCE,
MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS, RAIN, ONLITE ARTSIGN
 	Studer Cables AG, Däniken | CH
Lighting design: Melliger Partner
Elektroengineering GmbH, Aarau | CH
Lighting solution: TECTON, ONLITE ECOSIGN,
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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TECTON
The continuous-row system with
boundless versatility
TECTON is the world’s first continuous-row luminaire to have an
11-pole current conducting section built into its trunking. This means
that the system comes ready equipped to meet tomorrow’s needs.
All functions such as power supply, lighting control and connection
to emergency lighting are seamlessly integrated into this multifunctional trunking. Luminaires can be positioned flexibly and the system
can be adapted to suit structural alterations at any time. TECTON
copes effortlessly with various lighting requirements – at the time it
is installed and whenever there are changes. The TECTON trunking
remains unchanged and forms the functional backbone of the
system. It is simply a matter of replacing or adding lighting modules,
light sources or optics as required.

zumtobel.com/tecton

zumtobel.com/tecton
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TECTON
Fixing components, trunking and continuous-row luminaires

TECTON fixing components

Wall bracket

Ceiling bracket

Caddy Clip

Chain suspension

Cord suspension

TECTON LED
Asymmetric Beam

TECTON LED
Shelf Beam

TECTON BASIC LED

TECTON trunking

Trunking

Connector

TECTON LED continuous-row luminaires

TECTON LED
Narrow Beam

TECTON LED
Wide Beam

TECTON T16/T26 continuous-row luminaires and TETRIS T16 modular luminaires

TECTON T16
single-lamp

TECTON T16
twin-lamp

TECTON T16 I/IP
protected (IP60)

TECTON T26 I/IP
protected (IP60)

TECTON-I T16
twin-lamp, wide

TECTON T26
single-lamp

TECTON T26
twin-lamp

TECTON Tetris T16
single-lamp

TECTON Tetris T16
twin-lamp
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TECTON
Basic

TECTON
Retail

TECTON
Deco

TECTON
Industrial

TECTON
Onlite

TETRIS
Coves

Distribution characteristics
Extremely narrow-beam

•

•

Narrow-beam

•

•		

•

Wide-angle

•

•		

•

Very wide-angle

•

•

•

Indirect/direct			

•

Wallwasher

•

•

Asymmetrical

•

•		

•

Colour
Silver		

•

•

White		

•

•		

•

TECTON AD ceiling bracket

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON AC caddy clip

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON AW wall bracket

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON AK chain suspension (without chain)

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON ASI cord suspension

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T 1500–4500

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON 1000 oE (empty)

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON TM TA/TE central feed * 	

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON TM central feed *

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON TE feed * 	

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON TA feed-out

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON TA-F flexible feed-out

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T-AK cover strips

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T-VL node connector

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T-VT node connector

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T-VX node connector

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON T-EF end cap

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECTON LED Narrow Beam				

•

TECTON LED Wide Beam		

•		

•

TECTON LED Asymmetric Beam		

•

Fixing components

Trunking

Feed-in and feed-out components

LED continuous row system

TECTON LED Shelf Beam		

•

TECTON BASIC LED

•

•		

T16 modular luminaire TECTON 1/..W

•

•

T16 modular luminaire TECTON 2/..W

•

•

T16 modular luminaire wide TECTON-I 2/..W

•

•

T16 modular luminaire with IP60 TECTON-I ./..W IP

•

•

T26 modular luminaire TECTON 1/..W

•			

•

T26 modular luminaire TECTON 2/..W				

•

T26 modular luminaire with IP60 TECTON-I ./..W IP				

•

•		

T16/26 continuous row system

T16 modular luminaire TETRIS 1/..W						

•

T16 modular luminaire TETRIS 2/..W						

•

* incl. end cap and shock protection
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TECTON
Reflectors, louvres, optics and spots

Reflectors and optics

TECTON R
reflector

TECTON RW
reflector

TECTON RG
perforated reflector

TECTON IP50
reflector, protected

TECTON-I R
reflector, twin-lamp

TECTON ST
semi-specular reflector
optic

TECTON SH
semi-specular reflector
optic

TECTON RSB
semi-specular reflector
optic with reflector

TECTON-I RSB
semi-specular reflector
optic with reflector

TECTON SR-R
shop reflector

TECTON RSR
shelf lighting optic,
symmetrical

TECTON RSR
shelf lighting optic,
asymmetrical

TECTON-I RL
vane louvre, twin-lamp

TECTON RGL
perforated louvre

TECTON RC
aluminium louvre

TECTON RC
aluminium louvre

TECTON-D Ecoos
micropyramidal optic

TECTON D-ML
Mellow Light

Louvres

TECTON RL
vane louvre

Decorative optics

TECTON-D SL Slimline
microcell louvre,
satin-frosted

TECTON D-ID
indirect/direct

TECTON SW
wallwasher optic,
asymmetrical
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TECTON
Basic

TECTON
Retail
•

TECTON
Deco

TECTON
Industrial

Louvres/optics
TECTON R reflector, wide-angle

•

TECTON RW reflector, wide-angle

•

•

TECTON RG perforated sheet steel reflector, wide-angle

•

•

TECTON IP50 reflector, protected				

•

TECTON-I R reflector, wide-angle				

•

TECTON ST semi-specular reflector optic, narrow-beam				

•

TECTON SH semi-specular reflector optic, extr. narrow-beam				

•

TECTON RSB semi-specular reflector optic, wide-angle

•

TECTON-I RSB semi-specular reflector optic, wide-angle				
TECTON SR-R specular reflector, wide-angle		

•

•

TECTON SW wallwasher optic, asymmetrical				
TECTON RSR shelf lighting optic, symmetrical		

•

TECTON RSR shelf lighting optic, asymmetrical		

•

•

Louvres
TECTON RL vane louvre with reflector, white		

•

TECTON-I RL vane louvre with reflector, wide-angle				
TECTON RGL perforated sheet steel louvre, wide-angle		

•

TECTON RC aluminium louvre, wide-angle		

•

TECTON-I RC aluminium louvre, wide-angle				
Decorative optics
TECTON-D SL Slimline microcell louvre 			

•

TECTON-D ECOOS micropyramidal optic			

•

TECTON-D ID decorative optic, indirect/direct distribution			

•

TECTON-D ML Mellow Light decorative optic			

•

Spots
LIVIANO TEC HIT		

•

VIVO TEC LED R123		

•

VIVO S TEC LED		

•

VIVO M TEC QT12 HIT-TC-CE 		

•

VIVO L TEC LED		

•

VIVO L TEC HIT-CE G12, HST GX12		

•

VIVO-P TEC LED R123		

•

VIVO-P TEC HIT-TC-CE		

•

VIVO-P TEC HST 		

•

IYON M TEC LED		

•

Spots

LIVIANO TEC

VIVO TEC

IYON M TEC

•

•

TECTON
Onlite

TETRIS
Coves
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TECTON
Emergency/escape sign luminaires and sensors

Emergency and escape sign luminaires

ONLITE RESCLITE escape H180
escape-route illumination

ONLITE RESCLITE escape H180
escape-route illumination

ONLITE RESCLITE spot
object lighting

ONLITE PURESIGN 150 TECTON
escape sign luminaire

ONLITE COMSIGN II 150 TECTON
escape sign luminaire

ONLITE Crossign 160 TECTON
escape sign luminaire

TECTON ED-EYE
daylight sensor

TECTON PST
motion sensor

Sensors

TECTON ED-SENS
occupany sensor

ONLITE RESCLITE anti-panic
antipanic lighting
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TECTON
Basic

TECTON
Retail

TECTON
Deco

TECTON
Industrial

TECTON
Onlite

Emergency and escape sign luminaires
ONLITE RESCLITE TEC ESCAPE					

•

ONLITE RESCLITE ANTI-PANIC					

•

ONLITE RESCLITE SPOT					

•

ONLITE PURESIGN 150 TEC					

•

ONLITE COMSIGN II 150 TEC					

•

ONLITE CROSSIGN 110 TEC					

•

ONLITE CROSSIGN 160 TEC 					

•

Sensors
TECTON ED-SENS occupany sensor				

•

TECTON ED-EYE daylight sensor				

•

TECTON PST motion sensor				

•

TETRIS
Coves
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 	F ire brigade building, Mellau | AT
Architecture: Dietrich/ Untertrifaller Architekten, Bregenz | AT
Lighting solution: ZX, FZ, RAIN, SLOTLIGHT, ONLITE

 	S iloking Mayer Maschinenbaugesellschaft, Tittmoning | DE
Architecture: Architektur Kirchleitner, Kirchweidach | DE
Lighting solution: ZX2, ZX, COPA, VALUEA, MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS, PERLUCE,
KAVA, HELISSA, TECTON, SOLINA
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ZX2
Flexible lighting system for T16 and
T26 fluorescent lamps
T16 lamp technology – already the standard in many product
ranges – is now available in the ZX flexible lighting system, too.
This means fewer luminaires and more light thanks to light sources
with a higher lumen ouput (high output). In addition, high-efficiency
lamps provide uniform ceiling illumination, even when using different
wattages. The T16 is designed for compactness, allowing one or two
lamps to be fitted in the same luminaire model. With a choice of
optics such as reflectors or louvres, the ZX2 range is a versatile and
economically efficient flexible lighting system for a variety of applications. Installation is easy and quick, and no tools are required thanks
to the CLIX snap-fit mechanism.

zumtobel.com/zx2

zumtobel.com/zx2
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ZX2
T16/T26 flexible lighting system

Trunking

ZX2 T
pre-wired trunking

ZX2 T16 T-VL/T-VT/T-VX
node connector

Continuous-row luminaires

ZX2 T16
single-lamp

ZX2 T16
twin-lamp

ZX2 T26
single-lamp

ZX2 T26
twin-lamp

ZX2 T26 R
reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 RA
side reflector,
asymmetrical

ZX2 T26 RSB
reflector with specular
reflector, wide-angle

ZX2 T26 SB
specular reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 ST
specular reflector,
narrow-beam

ZX2 T26 SH
specular reflector,
extremely narrow-beam

ZX2 T26 G
housing,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 GRC
housing with matt louvre,
wide-angle

Reflectors and housings with optic

ZX2 T16 R
reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 RA
side reflector,
asymmetrical

ZX2 T16 SB
specular reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 ST/SH
specular reflector,
narrow-beam,
extremely narrow-beam

ZX2 T16 G
housing,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 GRC
housing with matt louvre,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 SW
specular reflector,
asymmetrical
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ZX2 T16
single-lamp

ZX2 T16
twin-lamp

ZX2 T26
single-lamp

ZX2 T2
twin-lamp

Distribution characteristics
Extremely narrow-beam			

•		

•

Narrow-beam			

•

•

•

•

Wide-angle			

•

•

•

•

Asymmetrical			

•		

•

Colour
White 			•

•

•

•

Trunking
Pre-wired trunking, 5-pole  			

•

•

•

•

Pre-wired trunking, 7-pole 			

•

•

•

•

Node connector			

•

•

•

•

Feeder kit			

•

•

•

•

Track module			

•

•

•

•

•

•

Reflector, wide-angle			

•

•

•

Side reflector, asymmetrical			

•

•

•

Reflector mit specular reflector, wide-angle					

•

Specular reflector, wide-angle			

•

•

•

Specular reflector, narrow-beam			

•

•

•

Specular reflector, extremely narrow-beam			

•		

•

Specular reflector, asymmetrical			

•		

Housing, wide-angle			

•

•

•

Housing with matt louvre, wide-angle			

•

•

•

•

•		

Electric feed

Continuous-row system
Continuous-row luminaire			
Reflectors and housings

•

Fluorescent lamps
T16				

T26						

•

•

Fixing components
Ceiling bracket			

•

•

•

•

Ceiling or wall-bracket, 20–45°			

•

•

•

•

Chain suspension			

•

•

•

•

Chain suspension assembly for sloping installation			

•

•

•

•

Cord suspension			

•

•

•

•

Trunking end cap			

•

•

•

•

Plastic cover strip 			

•

•

•

•

Metal cover strip 			

•

•

•

•

IP40 kit			

•

•

Rod guard			

•

•

•

•

Accessories
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 	K reil Showroom, Dornbirn | AT
Architecture: Heim Müller Architektur GmbH, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: LINARIA, SUPERSYSTEM, CARDAN SPIRIT, 2LIGHT MINI, HEDERA

 	K UB Kunsthaus Bregenz | AT
Architecture: Arch. Peter Zumthor, Chur | CH
Lighting design: Arch. Peter Zumthor und Zumtobel, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: LINARIA, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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LINARIA
A slender line which consistently allows
architecture to take centre stage
The more simple and minimalist a product is to be, the greater the
challenge is for all those involved. LINARIA is the result of singlepurpose collaboration between design and lamp development.
The luminaire asserts itself with the quality of its materials and its
clear design; straight-line simplicity always survives the whims of
fashion.

Design: Klaus Adolph – a·g Licht

zumtobel.com/linaria

zumtobel.com/linaria
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 	Hypovereinsbank Luxembourg | LU
Architecture: Atelier 5, Alfredo Pini, Berne | CH
Lighting design: Ingenieurbüro A. Zitnik, Frankfurt a. Main | DE
Lighting solution: ZE, Chiaro
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ZE
The classic batten luminaire
Conventional batten luminaires usually serve as a cost-effective
source of light with little attention to aesthetics and the visual environment. With new accessories and attractive optics, the ZE line of
batten luminaires brings a touch of excitement to the mundane world
of batten luminaires – without sacrificing the basic principle of
cost-effective solutions with maximum ease of installation plus full
compatibility with the optics available in the ZX2 flexible lighting
system.
The design of the lampholders integrated in the ZE batten luminaire
now matches the engineering employed for ZX2 continuous-row
luminaires. This permits the use of white reflector optics, specular
reflector optics and louvre optics on the basic housing from the ZX2
range, incorporating Zumtobel‘s famous snap-fit solution for fast
installa tion.

zumtobel.com/ze

zumtobel.com/ze
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ZE
T16/T26/TC-L individual batten luminaires

Continuous-row luminaires

ZE T16
single-lamp

ZE T26
single-lamp

ZE T16
twin-lamp

ZE T26
twin-lamp

ZE TC-L

Optics / clip-on diffusers

ZE T16
wall-mount. optic module
Mellow Light

ZE T16 MOON
clip-on diffuser

ZE T26/TC-L
wall-mount. optic module
Mellow Light

ZE T26/TC-L MOON
clip-on diffuser

ZE T26
mirror luminaire

ZX2 T26 R
reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 RA
side reflector,
asymmetrical

ZX2 T26 RSB
reflector with specular
reflector, wide-angle

ZX2 T26 SB
specular reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 ST
specular reflector,
narrow-beam

ZX2 T26 SH
specular reflector,
extremely narrow-beam

ZX2 T26 G
housing,
wide-angle

ZX2 T26 GRC
housing with matt louvre,
wide-angle

Reflectors and housings with optic (from ZX2 flexible lighting system)

ZX2 T16 R
reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 RA
side reflector,
asymmetrical

ZX2 T16 SB
specular reflector,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 ST/SH
specular reflector,
narrow-beam,
extremely narrow-beam

ZX2 T16 G
housing,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 GRC
housing with matt louvre,
wide-angle

ZX2 T16 SW
specular reflector,
asymmetrical
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ZE T16
single-lamp

ZE T16
twin-lamp

ZE T26
single-lamp

ZE T26
twin-lamp

TC-L

Distribution characteristics
Extremely narrow-beam		

•		

•		

•

Narrow-beam		

•

•

•

•

•

Wide-angle		

•

•

•

•

•

Asymmetrical		

•		

•		

•

Colour
•
•
•
White 		

•

•

Optics/clip-on diffusers
Mellow Light wall-mounted optic module		

•

•

•		

•

Clip-on diffuser		

•

•

•		

•

Mirror luminaires				

•			

Reflectors and housings (from ZX2 flexible lighting system)
Reflector, wide-angle		

•

•

•

Side reflector, asymmetrical		

•

•

•		

•

Reflector mit specular reflector, wide-angle				

•

•

Specular reflector*, wide-angle		

•

•

•

•

Specular reflector*, narrow-beam		

•

•

•		

Specular reflector*, extremely narrow-beam		

•		

•		

Specular reflector*, asymmetrical		

•		

Housing, wide-angle		

•

•

•

Housing with matt louvre, wide-angle		

•

•

•		

• 	

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L							

•

Fluorescent lamps
T16			

•

•		

T26					

•

•

Accessories
Chain suspension		

•

•

•

•

Pendant suspension		

•

•

•

•

•

Rod guard		

•

•

•

•

•

* ZX2 specular reflectors available upon special request

•
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XPO
LED shelf lighting system
XPO is an efficient alternative to wide-area illumination and provides
perfectly dosed amounts of light for each shelf bay, directly illuminating the products. Combined with a special narrow-beam optic, this
brilliant LED light sets an extremely wide variety of products centrestage superbly. The authenticity of products is accentuated by
different colour temperatures. As LED light contains no infra-red or
ultraviolet radiation, even delicate products can be gently lit and groceries stay fresher longer. There is also another economic benefit:
the XPO’s excellent efficiency of up to 79 lm/W and long service life
of 50,000 hours (luminous flux never drops below 80 % of its original
value!) ensure that XPO is a lighting solution with a small carbon
footprint.

zumtobel.com/xpo

zumtobel.com/xpo

High-bay luminaires and floodlight reflector systems

High-bay luminaires
178

COPA

182

VALUEA

Floodlight reflector systems
184

MIROS

8

	A eroporto Francisco Sá Carneiro, Porto | PT
Architecture: João C. Leal, ANA, Lisbon | PT
Lighting design: Antonio Ferreira, Lisbon | PT
Lighting solution: Miros, Panos, MireL, Tecton,
FZ, Copa, Luxmate professional
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	H ogeschool Ghent | BE
Architecture: cv baro – bureau voor architectuur en ruimtelijke ordening, Ghent | BE
Lighting design: Technum, Sint-Denijs-Westrem | BE
Lighting solution: FTR, RAIN, CLEAN, SCUBA, COPA D, MIROS, PANOS LF,
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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COPA
Rugged and elegant
COPA I / D
The most striking feature of these high-bay reflector luminaires are
the fins on the upper part of the housing. With the aid of the aluminium diecasting process, the designer has integrated technology as a
formal element of the luminaire design. The volume of the housing
has been minimised thanks to excellent heat dissipation. Suitable for
use in demanding environments.
Semi-translucent reflectors made of high-quality polyc arbonate allow
the light source to gleam through and provide noticeable accent
lighting in decorative areas.

Design: Charles Keller

COPA A
The technical concept behind COPA A is completely geared
towards robust, dependable construction. The materials used –
a diecast aluminium housing and a toughened safety glass cover –
make the surface-mounted high-bay reflector luminaire a durable,
almost maintenance-free product.

zumtobel.com/copa

zumtobel.com/copa
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COPA
High-bay reflector luminaires

•

•

•

•

COPA I RAB
reflector

COPA I RAT
reflector

COPA I AG 500
glass cover

COPA I AG 500
glass cover

Narrow-beam

•

•

•

Wide-angle

•		

•

Very wide-angle

•			

COPA-I IP20

COPA-I IP65

•

•

COPA I RAN
reflector

COPA I RKID PRISM
reflector

Distribution characteristics

Indirect/direct				

•

Asymmetrical				
Installation
Wall bracket

•

•

•

•

Cord suspension

•

•

•

•

Pendant suspension

•

•

•

•

Chain suspension

•

•

•

•

Metal halide lamps					
HIE

•

•

•

•

HIT G12				
Sodium halide lamps
HSE

•

•

•

•

HST				
HST-CRI / SDW-T				
Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-TEL			

•

Features
Ballproof

•

•		
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COPA-D IP20

•

•

•

•

•

COPA-D IP54

COPA D RKID
reflector

COPA D RKF
reflector

COPA A
IP65 high-bay luminaire

COPA D RAP
reflector

COPA D RKID PRISM
reflector

COPA ID AG 300
glass cover

COPA D ABD 312
plastic cover

					
•

•

•

•		

•

					

•

				

•

					

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

			

•

•

only with glass cover

					
					
					
			

•

•

			

•

•

•

•

•

•

•		

•
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	Siloking Mayer Maschinenbaugesellschaft, Tittmoning | DE
Architecture: Architektur Kirchleitner, Kirchweidach | DE
Lighting solution: VALUEA, ZX2, ZX, COPA, MELLOW LIGHT IV, PANOS, PERLUCE,
KAVA, HELISSA, TECTON, SOLINA

	T SC Eintracht Dortmund sports hall, Dortmund | DE
Lighting design: Klaus Ebner GmbH, Dortmund | DE
Lighting solution: VALUEA
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VALUEA
The dimmable power package
The importance attached to good high-bay lighting has increased
over recent years. VALUEA uses modern fluorescent lamps and
high-performance reflectors. The result: excellent lighting quality
plus several optics for adjustable light distribution.
Economy and ecology go hand in hand with VALUEA. In line with
Zumtobel’s latest energy-saving initiative, this high-bay reflector
lumin aire is already fitted with the very latest generation of components as standard. The dimmable ballasts were developed to minimise power consumption without high investment costs. The equally
simple option of connecting luminaires to sensors, thereby exploiting
the potential savings achieved by automation at relatively little
expens e, is the perfect accompaniment to these luminaires.

zumtobel.com/valuea

zumtobel.com/valuea
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	K HBO – Katholieke Hogeschool Brugge Oostende | BE
Architecture: zeitliche Vereinigung S.A.R, Ghent. – De Vloed, Heusden-Destelbergen | BE
Lighting design: Studiebureau De Klerck Engineering, Bruges | BE
Lighting solution: MIROS, MIREL
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MIROS
The fascination of directional light
Contemporary architecture calls out for modern lighting systems that
can meet both aesthetic and functional requirements. Open, lofty
inter iors place particularly high demands on form and function.
Floodlight reflector technology offers the optimum solution to this
lighting challenge. We can send light into places that are difficult for
us to access, in order to distribute this light evenly back into the
room. Fascination, functionality and efficiency were the themes of
our Miros development. Equally important to us were clear lines,
univers al adjustability and high system quality.

Design: Charles Keller

The reflector unit has a very flat design and can be supplied in
various sizes depending on the task. The circular or square design
of the mirror means it is easy to fit in any ceiling construction.
Unwanted glare is prevented by the multi-spherical surface structure
of the mirror.

zumtobel.com/miros

zumtobel.com/miros

Luminaires with extra protection

Moisture-proof batten luminaires
188

RAIN, TOL
SLOTLIGHT II IP54
See section 4/5
ZX2-IP
See section 7

Moisture-proof diffuser luminaires
190

PERLUCE

194

CHIARO

196

SCUBA

198

KXA-2, KXB

Tubular luminaire
200

TUBILUX

Clean-room luminaires
202

CLEAN

9

	A SEAG AG bus garage, Aachen | DE
Lighting solution: Scuba, Luxmate Professional,
ONLITE Resclite

188

	S alewa, Bolzano | IT
Architecture: Park Associati, Milan | IT
Lighting design: Energytech, Bolzano | IT
Lighting solution: TOL, TUBILUX, Tecton, Linaria, Perluce,
MELLOW LIGHT IV, Slotlight II, Liviano, Ondaria
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RAIN, TOL
Moisture-proof batten luminaires –
the all-rounders
Their optimum price/performance ratio, high-quality workmanship as
well as easy and time-saving installation make moisture-proof batten
luminaires an excellent solution for damp areas.
Moisture-proof batten luminaires are the undisputed all-rounders in
areas where moisture and dust are part of the daily routine.

zumtobel.com/rain

zumtobel.com/rain

zumtobel.com/tol

zumtobel.com/tol
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	Volkswagen factory, Emden | DE
Architecture: Thomas Single, Wolfsburg | DE
Lighting design: Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg | DE
Lighting solution: PERLUCE, SL 1000 LED,
LUXMATE EMOTION

	N TM – Národní technické muzeum, Prague | CZ
Architecture: AR18 – Němec Žilka architekti | CZ
Lighting design: Luxplan s.r.o., Brno | CZ
Lighting solution: PERLUCE, ARCOS, TECTON,
ONLITE PURESIGN, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL

	Institut Marie Immaculée-Montjoie, Anderlecht | BE
Architecture and lighting design:
TRAIT architects, Uccle | BE
Lighting solution: PERLUCE, RTX II, TECTON,
SLOTLIGHT, ONLITE Resclite, Panos, Scuba,
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL
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PERLUCE
Toughness combined with
problem-solving expertise
PERLUCE is more than just a surface-mounted luminaire. A com
plete range of luminaires stands behind PERLUCE, providing for a
dashing comeback of closed lighting systems. The various designs
are inspired by large and small squares, but also by traditional linear
forms. A luminaire unit with contours determined by clear edges,
which is emphasized through the wide-area lighting it provides,
dominates the appearance of PERLUCE.
PERLUCE with Luminance Reducing Optic (LRO) combines the
properties of a luminaire with extra protection with the requirements
placed on office workstations: perfect lighting conditions without any
annoying reflections on the displays.

Design: Studio Ambrozus

zumtobel.com/perluce

zumtobel.com/perluce
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PERLUCE
Moisture-proof diffuser luminaires

PERLUCE opal

PERLUCE O
Linear

PERLUCE O LED
Square

PERLUCE O
Square

PERLUCE A D
Linear
(darklight louvre)

PERLUCE W
Linear
(wallwasher)

PERLUCE louvre and reflector

PERLUCE LRO
Linear
(LRO micropyramidal optic –
Luminance Reducing Optic)
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PERLUCE O
Linear

PERLUCE O LED
Square

PERLUCE O
Square

PERLUCE LRO
Linear

PERLUCE A D
Linear

•

•

•

•

•

PERLUCE W
Linear

Distribution characteristics
Direct/indirect (ceiling illuminated)

Asymmetrical						

•

Protection class
IP50

•

•

•

•

•

IP54

•

•

•		

•

•

Surface-mounted

•

•

•

•

•

•

Trunking (TECTON)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Trunking (ZX)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Installation

Louvres/optics
Opal

LRO				

•		

Darklight louvre					

•

Wallwasher						

•

Dimensions
•				

•

1220 x 120 x 92 mm

620 x 120 x 92 mm

•			

•

•

•

1520 x 120 x 92 mm

•			

•

•

•

•

•

310 x 310 x 90 mm		

•

•

620 x 620 x 90 mm			

•

LED
25/29 W (3000 K)		

•		

25/29 W (4000 K)		

•		

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L			

•		

Fluorescent lamps
T16

•		

•

•

Accessories
Cool spot optimizer

•			

•

•

•

Adapter (TECTON)

•			

•

•

•
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	Interspar Merano | IT
Architecture and lighting design: AIG SERVICE S.r.l.,
Bolzano | IT
Lighting solution: CHIARO II, PANOS, TECTON,
SPIRIT, COPA
	Q -Park, Alexanderplatz, Berlin | DE
Architecture and lighting design: Q-Park, Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: CHIARO II, SCUBA

195

CHIARO II
All-round, cheery light distribution
CHIARO II is a direct/indirect luminaire with a fully transparent polycarbonate housing which outclasses conventional moisture-proof
lumin aires: it delivers an all-round, friendly lighting atmosphere that
customers and employees regard as a hallmark of safety.
Photometrically optimised for lighting car parks and industrial buildings, CHIARO II is a linear luminaire with a visually slimline design
that demonstrates its abilities to full effect, even in spaces that have
low ceilings or as a circular luminaire.
Thanks to advanced LED technology, CHIARO II LED meets the
same quality and functional requirements as conventional moistureproof luminaires that use fluorescent lamps. Its extra benefits include
the luminaire’s general dimmability and significantly lower maintenance and electricity costs combined with a longer service life.

zumtobel.com/chiaro

zumtobel.com/chiaro

zumtobel.com/chiaro_II

zumtobel.com/chiaro_II

196

	A . Loacker, Heinfels | AT
Architecture: Architektengemeinschaft Lienz | AT
Lighting solution partner: Elektro Ortner, Lienz | AT
Lighting solution: CREDOS, MELLOW LIGHT,
ONDARIA, PANOS INFINITY, ELEEA,
LUXMATE DIMLITE
	B MW Jorssen, Aartselaar | BE
Architecture: Architeam bvba, Boortmeerbeek | BE
Lighting design: Egemin ECS NV, Zwijndrecht | BE
Lighting solution: Scuba, Tecton, Vaero, 2Light,
Cielos, Copa, Miros, TREN, Spirit, PASO II

197

SCUBA
A luminaire that puts up with a lot and
delivers even more
Its clever mix of features makes SCUBA the new innovation leader in
moisture-proof luminaires. Not only are installation, maintenance and
cleaning child’s play – SCUBA always provides perfect lighting conditions, even under the most demanding environm ental conditions,
and also boasts reliable protection against external influences and
chemicals.
Durable, virtually maintenance-free and efficient: high-quality
LED luminaires are a reliable lighting tool for keeping operating costs
sustainably low. Aspects of economy have been combined with
aesthetic styling, performance and toughness for SCUBA LED.
The consistent look of the luminaire, which is enshrined in a primary
optic, is distinctive of this.

Design: Massimo Iosa Ghini

All versions of SCUBA have achieved certification according to the
International Food Standards (IFS) by an independent authority.

zumtobel.com/scuba

zumtobel.com/scuba
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	H agenholz Recycling Centre, Zurich | CH
Lighting solution: KXA-2

199

KXA-2, KXB
Explosion-proofness guarantees
perfect safety
ATEX explosion protection for Zone 1/21 and Zone 2/22.
Two-channel electronic ballast with end-of-life monitoring.
Easy maintenance and installation thanks to central fastener which
is accessible from both sides and protective housing which can
be hinged on either side. Inboard sealing system prevents material
fatigue.

zumtobel.com/kxa-2_kxb

zumtobel.com/kxa-2_kxb
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	S alewa, Bolzano | IT
Architecture: Park Associati, Milan | IT
Lighting design: Energytech, Bolzano | IT
Lighting solution: TUBILUX, TOL, Tecton, Linaria,
Perluce, MELLOW LIGHT IV, Slotlight II, Liviano,
Ondaria
	W üste car park, Lemgo | DE
Architecture: Brüchner-Hüttemann Pasch BHP,
Bielefeld | DE
Lighting solution: TUBILUX, FT, SLOTLIGHT,
LUXMATE EMOTION
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TUBILUX
Innovative product solution with IP68
protection for demanding applications
The slim 90 mm TUBILUX tubular luminaire defies even the harshest
atmospheric and environmental conditions. With its high-quality
mater ials, short sealing lengths and compact design, this luminaire
plays it absolutely safe, giving aggressive chemicals, vandals, dust
and moisture no chance at all.
It remains water-tight even when briefly immersed in water. With its
smooth exterior and round design, TUBILUX IP68 does not allow
dust or dirt to deposit onto its surface. Rain and splash water simply
bounce off. Everything else is taken care of by perfect technology
and innovative materials: tube made of high impact-resistant polycarbonate and shock-resistant PMMA, side elements made of
chemically resistant polyamide, innovative and extra-wide sealing
rim, Allen-key fastener with defined torque for fast and tight fixing.

Thanks to its LED version, TUBILUX has become a specialist for
cold environmental conditions. Constant luminous flux levels, especially at low temperatures (down to –30 °C), low maintenance costs
and a long service life of 50,000 hours offer real benefits in low-temperature applications.
All versions of TUBILUX have achieved certification according to the
International Food Standards (IFS) by an independent authority.

zumtobel.com/tubilux

zumtobel.com/tubilux
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 	M erli Hospital, Rimini | IT
Architecture: Polistudio a.e.s. Architecture Engineering
S.R.L., Cumo Mori Roversi Architetti, Rimini | IT
Lighting solution: CLEAN, ARCOS, PANOS,
SLOTLIGHT, PASO, LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL,
LUXMATE EMOTION
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CLEAN
For cleanrooms in healthcare settings
and industry
CLEAN SUPREME – for extreme requirements.
The unique feature of the top-of-the-range model in the CLEAN
product line is a c ontinuous smooth safety glass diffuser. Cleaning
a luminaire does not get any simpler than this. The 4 mm thick
toughened safety glass does not need a frame nor is it interrupted
by fasteners. The innovative magnetic fasteners combine safety with
functionality.

CLEAN CLASSIC – for increased requirements.
The classic version of the CLEAN luminaire focuses on basic cleanroom requirements such as good hygiene and ease of cleaning.
The PMMA acrylic glass panel enclosed by a high-quality, anodised
aluminium frame ensures a high level of shatter protection as
required in the production of foodstuffs for example.

CLEAN ADVANCED – for exacting requirements.
A cover with a high-quality anodised aluminium frame and toughened safety glass insert is distinctive of the mid-range CLEAN
clean-room luminaire model. A version with PMMA acrylic glass is
available if shatter protection is required, for example in food
production facilities.

zumtobel.com/clean

zumtobel.com/clean
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CLEAN
Clean-room luminaires

CLEAN SUPREME

CLEAN S-C SUPREME
Linear, matt louvre

CLEAN S-R SUPREME
Linear, reflector symmetrical

CLEAN A-O ADVANCED
Linear, opal

CLEAN A-C ADVANCED
Linear, matt louvre

CLEAN A-R ADVANCED
Linear, reflector symmetrical

CLEAN A-O ADVANCED
Square, opal

CLEAN A-C ADVANCED
Square, matt louvre

CLEAN A-R ADVANCED
Square, reflector symmetrical

CLEAN ADVANCED

CLEAN CLASSIC

CLEAN C-O CLASSIC
Linear, opal

CLEAN C-R CLASSIC
Linear, reflector symmetrical

CLEAN C-O CLASSIC
Square, opal

CLEAN C-R CLASSIC
Square, reflector symmetrical

CLEAN SUPREME mounting frame
with flange
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CLEAN SUPREME
Linear

CLEAN ADVANCED
Linear

CLEAN ADVANCED
Square

CLEAN CLASSIC
Linear

CLEAN CLASSIC
Square

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Opal		

•

•

•

•

Matt louvre

•

•

•		

Semi-specular reflector optic, symmetrical

•

•

•

		
Distribution characteristics
Wide-angle
Installation
Surface-mounted

•

Recessed		
Mounting frame with flange

•

Louvres/optics

•

•

•		

•

•

•

Compact fluorescent lamps
TC-L			
Fluorescent lamps
T16

•

•

•

Façade, media and outdoor luminaires

Surface-mounted spotlights
208

PYLAS

212

ELEVO

214

HEDERA

Decorative façade luminaires
216

IKONO

220

SKENA

222

APHRODITE
HELISSA IP65
See section 6

Recessed spotlights
224

PAN

226

LEDOS III

228

PASO II

232

ORILED

Light lines
234

HILIO
SYSTEMLED
See section 2

Media luminaires
236

CAPIX

238

CIELOS MOVE
for other CIELOS models,
see section 5
10

H
 anwha Galleria, Cheonan | KR
Architecture: UNStudio, Amsterdam | NL
Lighting design: a.g licht, Bonn, LightLife,
Cologne | DE
Lighting solution: IP65 RGB LED spotlights (special
solution) and white LED spots
Foto: UNStudio © Kim Yong-kwan
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	Tower of Skies, Bremen | DE
Lighting design: Lichtwerke Bremen | DE
Lighting solution: PYLAS

209

PYLAS
Efficient façade lighting from
close up or far away
Featuring superior LED technology and efficiency of more than
60 lumens per watt, the PYLAS LED floodlight is a pioneer in
contemporary façade lighting. The extensive PYLAS product range,
which includes four design sizes in an identical design, presents
itself as an ideal solution for illuminating façades from various
distances and for highlighting details. PYLAS is one of the most versatile floodlights available on the market, boasting power ratings
from 1.2 to 52.5 W, narrow-beam and wide-angle radiation angles as
well as vario us white light colours and RGB models. The luminaire
cannot fail to impress on account of its easy installation and functional design: double powder coating makes the LED spotlight with
IP66 protection especially durable and resistant. Flush-fitting glass
panels without a groove prevent deposit of dirt and residual water.
The models can be precisely adjusted via a graduated scale and are
fixed with a double safety mechanism. The anti-glare accessories
available ensure targeted lighting without any scattered light.

zumtobel.com/pylas

zumtobel.com/pylas
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PYLAS
LED spotlight luminaire

PYLAS S LED

PYLAS M LED

PYLAS L LED

PYLAS XL LED

PYLAS S LED RGB

PYLAS M LED RGB

PYLAS L LED RGB

PYLAS XL LED RGB

PYLAS L HIT

PYLAS XL HIT

211

PYLAS S
LED / LED RGB

PYLAS M
LED / LED RGB

PYLAS L
LED / LED RGB

PYLAS XL
LED / LED RGB

PYLAS L
HIT

PYLAS XL
HIT

Superspot

•

•

•

•

•

•

Flood

•

•

•

•

•

•

		
Distribution characteristics

Pivoting range				
approx. –40° to +90°

•

approx. –21° to +201°		

•

approx. –14° to +194°			

•		

approx. –19° to +199°				

•

•		

•

Protection type/protection class				
IP66, protection class I, LED white (AC/DC 230 V)

•

•

•

•

IP68, protection class III, RGB (DC 24 V)

•

•

•

•

IP66, protection class I, HIT					

•

•

LED				
1 x 1.2 W LED (3200 K, 6000 K)

•			

3 x 1.2 W LED RGB (flood)

•

4 x 2.25 W LED (3200 K, 6000 K)		

•

4 x 2 W LED RGB (flood)		

•

7 x 2.25 W LED (3200 K, 6000 K)			

•

7 x 2 W LED RGB (flood)			

•

21 x 2.25 W LED (3200 K, 6000 K)				

•

21 x 2 W LED RGB (flood)				

•

Metal halide lamps
HIT-TC-CE G8.5 35 W					

•

HIT-CE G12 70 W						

•

HIT-CE G12 150 W						

•

Accessories
Barn doors

•

•

•

•

Anti-glare hood

•

•

•

•

•

•

Anti-glare tube					

•

•

Oval outline lens					

•

•

Radial louvre					

•

•

Flood replacement lens					

•

•

•			

•

Clamp for fitting to masts			

•

•

•

XLR 5-pole DMX IP65/67 socket

•

•

•

•

IP56 DMX ballast box

•

•

Earth spike

•

Installation clip

•

•

•
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	R ookery Building, Chicago | US
Architecture: Burnham & Root, Chicago | US
Lighting design: Office for Visual Interaction, Inc. (OVI), New York | US
Lighting solution: ELEVO
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ELEVO
Accents for near and far
Precise and flexible: the flat LED spotlight is less than 3.5 cm high
but handles an extremely wide range of lighting tasks brilliantly. It
emphasises façade elements, relief slabs and projecting features,
backlights surfaces uniformly and sets tall columns and portals
centre stage with equally striking effectiveness. ELEVO combines
various light distribution patterns with the option of selecting either
warm white or cool white light. In this way, both historic redbrick
façades and contemporary metal façades can be illuminated authentically or set centre stage using coloured and dynamic lighting in
order to catch people’s attention.

The monochrome luminaire can be switched, or dimmed via a separate PWM control line, thereby reducing energy consumption by
reducing the lighting level at night, for instance. The RGB luminaire,
however, is controlled via the fast, dynamic DMX protocol, setting
the façade centre stage by means of colours and dynamism.

The flat, compact design of the ELEVO LED spotlight turns it into
an inconspicuous integral part of the façade that is invisible to
passers-by. Intelligent thermal management protects it against overheating and enables to use ELEVO even at high ambient temperatures due to the luminaire’s automatic dimming function.

zumtobel.com/elevo

zumtobel.com/elevo
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	G aislachkoglbahn, Sölden | AT
Architecture: Obermoser arch-omo ztgmbH, Innsbruck | AT
Lighting solution: HEDERA
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HEDERA
Linear lighting module incorporating
intense and dynamic LED power
Fitted with high-power LEDs, HEDERA provides excellent illumination
of indoor and outdoor areas. Three different lengths and three
seconda ry optics. With RGB and RGBA, the façade is transformed
into a colourful work of lighting art, while the white LEDs let the surface of the façade speak for itself – in the process, HEDERA can be
controlle d as a whole or in segments.

zumtobel.com/hedera

zumtobel.com/hedera
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IKONO
Efficient presentation of
façades using LED technology
The downlights and down/uplights of the IKONO range of wallmounted luminaires provide impressive patterns on building façades,
creating d irectional lighting cones in white or variable RGB colours.
IKONO is a high-output wall-mounted LED luminaire with IP65 protection featuring focussed light distribution with a wealth of different
effects and design patterns. On the outside, the only difference
between the downlights and down/uplights available in three design
sizes are the dimensions of their square light aperture: 90 mm,
130 mm or 180 mm. Inside the luminaire, the most efficient LED
technology in each case is used depending on the size and respec
tive lighting task, combined with spot and flood optics matched to
the task, and a maximum power input of 25 W. This makes the
IKONO wall-mounted luminaire provide impressive streaks of light in
warm or cool white, from short or long distances and matched to
the façade material in place. Installation, too, is user-friendly:
by means of a quick-connect coupler, the luminaire housing and the
wall fitting made of die-cast aluminium can be connected easily.

zumtobel.com/ikono

zumtobel.com/ikono
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IKONO
Wall-mounted LED luminaire

IKONO-D S

IKONO-D M

IKONO-D L

IKONO-I/D S

IKONO-I/D M

IKONO-I/D L
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IKONO-D IKONO-ID IKONO-D IKONO-ID
			
S LED
S LED
M LED
M LED

IKONO-D
L LED

IKONO-ID
L LED

IKONO-D
M HIT

IKONO-ID
M HIT

IKONO-D
L HIT

IKONO-ID
L HIT

Distribution characteristics
Spot		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Flood		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pivoting		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Uplight			

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Pivoting range				
approx. ±15°		

•

•

Protection type/protection class				
IP65, protection class I (AC/DC 230 V)		

•

•

IP65, protection class III, RGB (DC 24 V)		

•

•		

LED				
3 x 2 W  LED (3200 K, 6000 K, RGB)		

•			

6 x 2 W  LED (3200 K, 6000 K, RGB)			

•

1 x 15 W LED (3000 K, 6500 K, RGB)					

•

2 x 15 W LED (3000 K, 6500 K, RGB)					

•

1 x 25 W LED (3000 K, 6500 K)						

•

2 x 25 W LED (3000 K, 6500 K)							

•

Metal halide lamps				
1 x 35 W HIT-CE G8.5								

•

2 x 35 W HIT-CE G8.5									

•

1 x 70 W HIT-CE G12.5										

•

2 x 70 W HIT-CE G12.5											
Accessories
XLR 5-pole DMX IP65/67 socket		

•

•		

XLR 5-pole DMX IP65/67 plug		

•

•

IP56 DMX ballast box		

•

•

•
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	W iesmann Auto + Sport, Dülmen | DE
Architecture: W. + R. Leuenberger Architekten, Sursee | CH
Lighting design: Illi AG, Willisau | CH
Lighting solution: SKENA, 2light, Tubilux, Oriled

SKENA 1
Elegant grazing light in two
directions divides up
vertical s urfaces to great
effect, lending them
extravagant appeal and
new shine.

SKENA 2
SKENA uses two different
cones of light to combine
a wallwashing e ffect
with wall outlining over a
defined length.

SKENA 3
Narrow-beam cones of
light from all four sides
of the cube create starshaped effects on the wall.
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SKENA
Fascinating effects on façades
Using the SKENA LED luminaire, façades can be set centre stage by
extravagant lighting patterns ranging from elegant effects through to
geometric compositions, making them shine conspicuously at night.
The cube-shaped design of the wall-mounted luminaire with IP66
protection harmoniously blends into the architecture, both inside and
outside the building; the luminaire can be installed rotated in increments of 45°. The product range includes three different models with
domed lenses or flat panels, emitting the light directed via a conic
reflector with distribution characteristics of 2° and 66°. The resulting
elegant vertical or horizontal light beams create delicate and largearea effects. With a colour temperature of 6000 K, SKENA’s advanced optical system ensures excellent illuminance at low energy
consumption of only 10 W. In this way, it ensures perfect efficiency
and a long service life, without any need for maintenance.

zumtobel.com/skena

zumtobel.com/skena
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	A rtDesign, Feldkirch | AT
Lighting solution: APHRODITE

APHRODITE lighting scenes
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APHRODITE
Special functional and emotive
lighting effects
Light that is never static and never indicates any symmetry: the
APHRODITE LED spotlight combines light, colour and movement in
a fascinating manner, allowing to impressively set façades and
rooms centre stage. Based on the lighting spectacles found in
nature, a unique lighting concept has been developed that is characterised by highly emotive lighting scenes. In the process, the benefits of LED technology show to particular advantage. Permanently
flowing, yet non-repetitive lighting projections are made possible by
a special system (patent pending) comprising a specially developed
LED module and a specially shaped, motor-driven rotating glass
cylinder. A choice of seven pre-defined lighting scenes with three
speeds and various dimming levels is available. They create variable

Design: Nik Schweiger

and ever-changing atmospheric lighting scenarios from functional
white light in various colour temperatures, combining them with
emotive coloured light from red, blue and amber LEDs.
Individual lighting scenes, and the projection direction and speed
can be set manually via momentary-action switches on the spotlight
or by remote control via DMX protocol. Thanks to IP65 protection
and the use of materials that are highly resistant to chlorine,
APHRODITE is an eye-catcher also in wellness areas, inviting people
to relax.

zumtobel.com/aphrodite

zumtobel.com/aphrodite
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 	E mporio, Hamburg | DE
Architecture: HPP Hentrich-Petschnigg & Partner, Düsseldorf | DE
Lighting design: Schlotfeldt Licht, Hamburg | DE
Lighting solution: PAN
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PAN
The small alternative to conventional
floodlights
With a diameter of only 52 mm, PAN is the smallest recessed spotlight for façade lighting available on the market. The rugged spotlight
can be fitted flexibly in a downlight or uplight position to highlight
architectural details, which makes it an expert for illluminating
windows and cornices while remaining perfectly unobtrusive itself.
The luminaire, which is made of die-cast aluminium, features IP65
protection and is ready for recess and surface mounting using a
surface-mounted housing, demonstrates its strengths for both
modern buildings and buildings protected as historic monuments.
PAN is fitted with a high-output LED and requires minimum power
of only 1.25 W; it is therefore a contemporary and sustainable alternative to conventional floodlights with high lumen output.

Design: EOOS

Thanks to the varied range of models available, the maintenancefree LED luminaire provides plenty of design freedom: the choice of
optical systems available includes narrow-beam spots and a wideangle flood optic through to an elliptical lens with asymmetrical light
distribution. Colour temperatures of 3200 K and 6000 K make PAN
perfect for illuminating a variety of materials and surfaces such as
aluminium and sandstone. The 350 mA luminaire can be wired
conveniently and quickly with an external supply box with a built-in
converter.

zumtobel.com/pan

zumtobel.com/pan
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	H otel Rickatschwende, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: LEDOS III
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LEDOS III
Design variety in terms of both form
and function
The third generation of LEDOS is available in three sizes and two
designs and is generally smaller, more powerful and more efficient.
This highly flexible recessed luminaire produces impressive technical
lighting results and excels as an all-rounder for walls, floors and
ceilings in indoor and outdoor locations. Different optics ensure
applic ation diversity using high-precision lighting technology, ranging
from lighting points that allow easy orientation through to façade
elements precisely lit in warm or cool white light. These luminaires
boast reliable protection (IP67), can be walked over and can bear
loads of up to 1000 kg.

zumtobel.com/ledos_III

zumtobel.com/ledos_III
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PASO II
Lighting competence at every
step and turn
PASO II knows how to hit all the right buttons when it comes to setting dramatic contemporary lighting scenes whilst remaining unobtrusive itself. Apart from conventional light sources, the PASO II lumi
naire range also offers a great variety of LED models. When used as
a recessed floor luminaire, the PASO II LED luminaire produces
monochrome or colour-chang ing RGB columns of light. The mature
technology built into the PASO II recessed floor luminaire with IP67
protection also makes it perfect for installation on the ceiling (IP65).
It ensures longevity and functional safety, particularly in locations
where air humidity is high or there is significant exposure to dust or
insects. PASO II LED luminaires are ideal for use in hospitals or wellness facilities because of their low maximum surface temperature,
which does not exceed 40 °C. PASO II LED offers design variety with
round and square models as well as a flush-mounted or overlapping
special steel frame. With its round and square versions as well as
flush-mounted and overlapping stainless steel frames in three sizes,
120/190/260 mm, PASO II provides for design variety.

It is particularly suitable for lighting sculptures, façades, public areas, as well as hotels or historical buildings. The corrosion-resistant
stainless steel housing and the patented sealing system, in combination with the Camlock fastener, guarantee a premium-quality look.
The extra low-profile PASO II, which is available in sizes 190 and
260, is only 100 mm high, including its casting surround.

zumtobel.com/paso_II

zumtobel.com/paso_II
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PASO II
Recessed floor luminaires

PASO II D/Q 120		PASO II D/Q 120		PASO II D/Q 120		PASO II D/Q 120		PASO II D/Q 120			
Power LED		
Power LED RGB		
Soft LED
Soft LED RGB		

		
Distribution characteristics

Uplight superspot			
Uplight spot

•		

•				

•		

•		

•

•						

•

 Uplight flood			
Swivelling

•		

Asymmetric							
Cover glass (optionally also anti-slip glass)
Partially frosted glass

•		

•						

Frosted glass					

•

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

Recessed depth
93/100 mm / with insulation panel + 30 mm
121/140 mm / with insulation panel + 30 mm

•		

•		

212/221 mm / with insulation panel + 30 mm
219/227 mm / with insulation panel + 30 mm											
Cover frame
Cover (overlapping)

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

Cover (flush)

•	 	

•		

•		

•		

•		

Without cover (flush)

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

LED				
3 x 1.2 W LED (3200 K / 6000 K) 230 V

•					

3 x 1.2 W LED (RGB) 24 V			

•					

1 x 1.2 W LED (3200 K / 6000 K) 230 V					

•					

1 x 4.3 W LED (RGB) 24 V							

•

4 x 1.2 W LED (3200 K / 6000 K) 230 V											
4 x 2.0 W LED (RGB) 24 V											
4 x 2.5 W LED (3200 K / 6000 K) 230 V											
4 x 2.0 W LED (RGB) 24 V											
7 x 2.5 W LED (3200 K / 6000 K) 230 V											
7 x 2.0 W LED (RGB) 24 V											
Metal halide lamps
1/20 W HIIT-TC-CE PGJ5											
1/20 W HIIT-TC-CE G8.5											
1/35 W HIIT-TC-CE G8.5											
1/35 W HIT-CE G12										
1/70 W HIT-CE G12										
Compact fluorescent lamps
1/6  W TCR-TSE									

•

1/10 W TC-DEL									
1/18 W TC-DEL
1/18 W TC-TEL
1/26 W TC-TEL
1/32 W TC-TEL
Low-voltage halogen lamps
1/20 W QR-CBC									

•

1/30 W QR 111					
Accessories
Installation kit for wooden and cavity floors

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

Installation kit for downlight and wall-mounting positions

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

Concrete casting surround

•		

•		

•		

•		

•
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Recessed depth Recessed depth		Recessed depth								 Recessed depth
100 mm		
100 mm		
100 mm								100 mm
PASO II D/Q 190		PASO II D/Q 190		PASO II D/Q 190		PASO II D/Q 190		PASO II D/Q 190		PASO II D/Q 190		 PASO II D/Q 260		 PASO II D 260		 PASO II D 260
PASO II D 260
Soft LED		
Soft LED RGB				 Power LED		
Power LED RGB						
Power LED		
Power LED RGB		
					 		
•		

•		

•								

•						

•		

• 				

•

•						

									

•								

•		

•

							

•		

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

•				

													

•

				
					
•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

•						

•		

•		

•						

•

				
•		

•		

•								

•

									
							

•		

•		

•		

															

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

															

•		

						

						
		

•
			

•

							

•

									

•

																	

•

					•												
											•		

•

													

•

																			

•

																			

•

														
					

•									

													
											

•

•

																			

•

																			

•

		
					

•		

											

•			

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•		

•
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	W iesmann Auto+Sport, Dülmen | DE
Lighting solution partner:
Elektro Hörbelt, Coesfeld-Lette in collaboration with
Elektro David, Dülmen | DE
Lighting solution: ORILED, 2LIGHT, TUBILUX
	A ssociation of Trentino’s municipalities, Trento | IT
Architecture: Arch. Giovanni Modena,
Studio associato Modena De Concini, Trento | IT
Lighting design: SIRA soc.coop.r.l., Rovereto (TN) | IT
Lighting solution: ORILED, AERO, ONLITE RESCLITE,
ONLITE COMSIGN, ONLITE PURESIGN
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ORILED
Orientation lighting close to ground level
with LED
People need to be able to find their way intuitively at any time of day.
This is especially true when it comes to finding one’s way around
public buildings. Light makes an important contribution to this and
also improves safety. ORILED is the perfect alternative to conventional fluorescent lamps. A unique lens/reflector combination directs
LED light onto the ground over a wide area. The luminaire’s
extremely uniform light distribution is ideal for specifically illuminating
stairs, corridors, passageways and circulation areas. Here, LED
technology is an efficient alternative to light sources with relatively
higher wattages and luminous flux levels.

Its optionally flush-mounted or overlapping special steel frame is
securely fixed by invisible Camlock fasteners. These recessed luminaires and bollard luminaires are available with IP 65 protection and
are perfect for both indoor and outdoor use. Alternatively, ORILED
is also available with separate battery packs for 1 or 3 hours of
operation for use in emergency lighting systems.

zumtobel.com/oriled

zumtobel.com/oriled
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	B auarena, Volkertswil | CH
Architecture: Nüesch & Partner Architekten, Volketswil | CH
Lighting design: Linda Bohorc,
HEFTI. HESS. MARTIGNONI. Zürich AG, | CH
Lighting solution: Hilio
	Welle, Vienna | AT
Architecture: Atelier Prof. Hans Hollein, Vienna | AT
Lighting solution: HILIO
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HILIO
Continuous LED light line for
distinctive design
The HILIO LED light line, which is suitable for lighting outdoor areas,
boasts a particularly rich design. As a monochrome version, the
slender light line accurately follows the outlines of a façade, structuring the architecture or highlighting coves. As a multicoloured luminaire with RGB LEDs, HILIO creates an atmosphere around the
building. DMX control of each luminaire or each segment brings life
to the façade. As a video-controlled luminaire, each pixel can be
controlled individually, conveying images, texts and information.
HILIO also provides a high degree of flexibility and convenient installation, e.g. with lengths ranging from 300 mm to 2100 mm as well as
radial and axial wiring options.

zumtobel.com/hilio

zumtobel.com/hilio
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	L ED Festival Milan:
Growing by numbers, Milan | IT
Architecture: Arch. Architettura Attuale, Milan | IT
Lighting solution: CAPIX
	P oolbar, Feldkirch | AT
Lighting solution: CAPIX
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CAPIX
Custom-made multi-media lighting effects
that get right to the point
CAPIX transforms any static façade into a dynamic media façade. In
addition to generating colours and other effects, the intelligent control system of CAPIX also allows running a sequence of moving pictures. A CAPIX chain consists of a great number of light points as
well as a combination of data and supply cables. One CAPIX pixel
incorporates three RGB LEDs, which results in a bright and brilliant
lighting effect, even viewed from large distances. The special thing
about CAPIX is that the distance between the individual light points,
and hence the resolution of the luminous media surface, can be
customised to fit the viewing distance. In addition, individual replacement pixels make façade maintenance easy.

zumtobel.com/capix

zumtobel.com/capix
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	Stadioncenter, Vienna | AT
Architecture: MIR GmbH, Hamburg | DE
Lighting design: MIR GmbH, Hamburg | DE
Lighting solution: CIELOS Move
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CIELOS MOVE
The video artist among luminous ceilings
Preconfigured solution packages make it possible to deploy CIELOS
MOVE quickly and without fuss. This plug-and-play package comprises luminaires, a video control unit and five video sequences. The
dimensions of these animations are optimised to suit the respective
cluster format. Further video shows are available from Zumtobel.
In addition, the video control’s ArtNet interface allows the customer
to play back live media contents.
For more information on CIELOS, see section 5.

Design: Billings Jackson Design

zumtobel.com/cielos

zumtobel.com/cielos
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	L angen Foundation, Neuss | DE
Architecture: Tadao Ando, Osaka | JP
Lighting design: Illi AG, Willisau | CH
Lighting solution: PANOS, ONLITE PURESIGN
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 	V HV Lebensversicherung AG, Hanover | DE
Architecture: Architekten BKSP Grabau Leiber Obermann & Partner, Hanover | DE
Lighting design: Lumen3 (public spaces), Munich | DE
Planungsgemeinschaft Taube Goerz Liegat in collaboration with design studio
Taube + Goerz GmbH, Hanover | DE
Lighting solution: LUXMATE DIMLITE, SLOTLIGHT II, OPURA, LINARIA, TECTON,
LIGHT FIELDS, PANOS, PHAOS

	C ommercial College, St. Ulrich (BZ) | IT
Architecture and lighting design: Dr. Arch. Carlo Azzolini, Bolzano | IT
Lighting solution: LUXMATE LITENET, PERLUCE, CLARIS, HELISSA, PANOS
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LUXMATE DIMLITE
The ideal first step into the world of
intelligent lighting control
Simply connect piece by piece. This lighting control system works
like a jigsaw puzzle: various components are added to a basic
module, as required. Even the basic unit provides many practical
functions such as dimming, a central ON/OFF function and one
lighting scene. As requested, a variety of components can be connected to this central module for a functional upgrade.
Whether convenient control units like the CIRCLE control point, a
presence detector, or a light sensor for daylight-based lighting
control – they all have one thing in common: simply connect them
and they are ready.

zumtobel.com/basic-dimlite

zumtobel.com/basic-dimlite
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 	S warovski Galerie Carrousel Louvre, Paris | FR
Architecture: Thomas Madoery,
Swarovski Corporation AG, Zurich | CH
Lighting design: Urs Schreiner, Studio Dinnebier,
Berlin | DE
Lighting solution: LUXMATE EMOTION, 2LIGHT MINI,
VIVO, ARCOS, ONLITE RESCLITE, ONLITE ARTSIGN
	Welser Profile, Bönen | DE
Architecture: Planungsteam Krynojewski + Nita,
Dortmund | DE
Lighting solution: LUXMATE EMOTION, Cielos,
2Light, Helissa, Panos, LED light lines
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LUXMATE EMOTION
Unique in terms of function and design
EMOTION touch panels take lighting control to a higher level –
by providing additional functions, greater convenience and an easily
unders tandable method of interaction, which is as intuitive as ever.
The EMOTION touch panel is a control and operating unit in one and
provides an ideal way of easily coordinating several lighting components to produce dynamic lighting scenes. This versatile lighting
management system is really easy for users to operate.
Comprehensive function packages are pre-installed so that precisely
defined lighting scenes and sequences can be easily applied or
used as inspiring templates for the user’s personal lighting ideas.

zumtobel.com/emotion

zumtobel.com/emotion
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	H DI-Gerling AG, Hanover | DE
Architecture: Ingenhoven architects, Düsseldorf | DE
Lighting design: Tropp Lighting Design GmbH, Weilheim | DE
Lighting solution: LUXMATE LITENET, ECOOS, SUPERSYSTEM, MIREL,
LINARIA, ONLITE RESCLITE
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LUXMATE LITENET / PROFESSIONAL
High-end room management system
with lighting and blinds control
The intelligent way to reduce energy consumption: the flexible
lighting management system handles small building units just as
conveniently and reliably as large building complexes. Its software
also provides users with a consistent user interface. LITENET
embodies cutting-edge communications standards and can be
integrated into superordinate building systems.

zumtobel.com/litenet

zumtobel.com/litenet

zumtobel.com/professional

zumtobel.com/professional
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 	H otel Budersand, Hörnum | DE
Architecture: dko Architekten, Patrik Dierks, Berlin | DE
Interior design: Studio Jan Wichers, Hamburg | DE
Lighting design: Hamburg Design, Hamburg | DE
Lighting solution: ZBOX, LUMATE LITENET,
ONLITE CPS
	L e Fay Resorts & Spa, Lago di Garda | IT
Architecture: Dr. Arch. Hugo Demez,
Bressanone (BZ) | IT
Lighting design: Studio Frasnelli, Bolzano,
Energytech, Bolzano | IT
Lighting solution: ZBOX, LUXMATE LITENET,
ONLITE CPS, TECTON
Foto: Ugo Visciani
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HOTEL

ZBOX
Light that gets remembered
This plug & play lighting control system is a highlight in many
application areas.
Features that ensure differentiation and comfort in hotel rooms also
set products perfectly centre stage in shops and assist recovery in
patients’ rooms thanks to mellow, colour-coordinated light. The
overall package including a central control unit and four innovative
CIRCLE control points is fully pre-addressed – with optional
connections for dimming, presence detectors, door locking systems,
blinds control and building management systems. The ZBOX Web
tool makes it possible to adapt a configuration using a web browser,
without any need for additional software or licences whatsoever.

zumtobel.com/zbox

zumtobel.com/zbox
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	N ordwesthaus Rohner, Fussach | AT
Architecture and lighting design: Baumschlager Eberle, Lochau | AT
Lighting control: DMX
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DMX
Dynamic lighting scenarios,
especially for external façades
Zumtobel is a one-stop supplier of complete solutions for large-area
lighting scenarios. Experienced technicians ensure intelligent implementation of the customers’ personal requirements, covering everything from creative design and DMX hardware and software through
to programming. DMX lighting management makes light unfold its
artistic talents, by allowing for lightning-fast control of a large number of lighting points and automatic running of time sequences.
Control is via momentary-action switches or innovative glass control
points.

zumtobel.com/dmx

zumtobel.com/dmx
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Control

Sensors

Lighting control

Motor control

Central units

Lighting actuators
LM-3DALIS
LM-DALIS
LM-DALI
LM-3DLIS
LM-DSI
LM-2DSI
LM-3DSIS
LM-IR2DSI
LM-BLS
LM-2ANAS

Blind
LM-4JAS
LM-2JASX
LM-2JDCX

Bus control
LM-BV
LM-BVS35
LM-BK

Control
Control panel
LM-XPO
LM-CPO
LM-CPA
LM-MPO

LM-CIRIA

Circle control units
ED/LM-CSG
ED/LM-CSM
ED/LM-CSS
ED/LM-CSW

IR remote
control unit
IRS
IRTOUCH

Receiver for IRS
IRED + LM-IRB

Presence detector
+ receiver for
IRTOUCH
ED-SENS

Receiver for
EnOcean wireless
switch
LM-RFR

Daylight-based
control

Daylight sensor
LM-TLM

Daylight actuators
LM-TLS
LM-2TL

Relay outputs
LM-1RUK
LM-3RUKS
LM-4RUKS

Light sensor
LSD
ED-Eye
Momentaryaction switches /
switches
LM-4UAD
LM-SWE
LM-SWED
LM-SJED
LM-SCED
LM-SDED

Presence detector
LM-4AWS

Wind/rain-based
control

Weather sensors
LM-SN
LM-SR
LM-ST
LM-SW

Multifunctional box
LM-TLX
LM-RLX

Dimmers
LM-PAD 1000
LM-PD 1000

Bus interface
PCSIX
PCSIR
LM-SI03

Room combination
module
LM-RV

Meteorological
sensor input for
weather sensors
LM-4WZS

Light sensor input
for LSD sensor
LM-4ILS

Time-based control
LM-ZSM
LM-iZSQ
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LUXMATE system components
LUXMATE system components make it possible to control luminaires
and blinds, send control unit and sensor commands, and enable bus
communication among units. In building automation, these are the
field level units.
The units can be operated at the LITENET and PROFESSIONAL
autom ation systems. They can also be operated as an autonomous
lighting control system without automation. This provides the basis
for the philosophy of decentralised control, according to which the
key functions and settings can be run and stored in the respective
field units.

zumtobel.com/system_components

zumtobel.com/system_components

Emergency lighting

Emergency luminaires
256

ONLITE RESCLITE

Escape sign luminaires
260

ONLITE ERGOSIGN
ONLITE ARTSIGN
ONLITE PURESIGN
ONLITE COMSIGN
ONLITE CROSSIGN
ONLITE ECOSIGN
ONLITE SQUARESIGN
ONLITE CUBESIGN
ONLITE FREESIGN

Supply and
monitoring systems
264

ONLITE LOCAL

266

ONLITE CENTRAL

12

 	Museo del 900, Milan | IT
Architecture : Studio Italo Rota & Partners, Milan | IT
Interior design and lighting design:
Studio Italo Rotta & Partners,
Arch. Alessandro Pedretti, Milan | IT
Lighting solution: ONLITE ARTSIGN,
ONLITE COMSIGN, PANOS INFINITY, HEDERA,
CIELOS, LINARIA, SCUBA, PERLUCE,
LUXMATE LITENET
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	A ssociation of Trentino’s municipalities, Trento | IT
Architecture: Arch. Giovanni Modena, Studio associato Modena De Concini, Trento | IT
Lighting design: SIRA soc.coop LITE, ONLITE COMSIGN, ONLITE PURESIGN,
AERO, ORILED

 	G ildemeister (DMG), Klaus | AT
Lighting design: Oskar Leo Kaufmann, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: ONLITE RESCLITE, ONLITE LOCAL, ONLITE CENTRAL,
ONLITE ARTSIGN, PANOS
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ONLITE RESCLITE
Innovative LED technology is paving the
way into a new era of emergency lighting
With a power LED and four sophisticated optics, RESCLITE paves
the way for a new era of emergency lighting. Maximum efficiency
and optimal light distribution result in the need for a low number of
luminaires for emergency lighting in conformity with relevant standards. The LED power package makes do with minimal energy levels.
Installed load is a mere 5 W, and with non-maintained mode only
1.5 W. The s upply systems and wiring are correspondingly small-
dimensioned as well. Design work with RESCLITE is really simple.
And the best of all: it is completely independent of general lighting.
No-tool mounting, installation and maintenance are quick and easy.

zumtobel.com/resclite

zumtobel.com/resclite
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ONLITE RESCLITE
Emergency lighting

White

Ceiling-recessed

IP 40

RESCLITE escape

RESCLITE anti-panic

RESCLITE spot

IP 40

RESCLITE escape

RESCLITE anti-panic

RESCLITE spot

IP 65

RESCLITE escape

RESCLITE anti-panic

RESCLITE spot

IP 40

RESCLITE wall

IP 65

RESCLITE wall

IP 20

RESCLITE escape
TECTON

Surface-mounted on ceiling

Wall-recessed

Surface-mounted on wall

TECTON trunking

RESCLITE anti-panic
TECTON

RESCLITE spot
TECTON

RESCLITE escape
TECTON 180°
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Aluminium

IP 40

RESCLITE escape

RESCLITE anti-panic

RESCLITE spot

IP 40

RESCLITE escape

RESCLITE anti-panic

RESCLITE spot

IP 40

RESCLITE wall

RESCLITE design tool
available in the App Store
itunes.com/apps/resclite
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zumtobel.com/ergosign

zumtobel.com/ergosign

zumtobel.com/artsign

zumtobel.com/ecosign

zumtobel.com/artsignzumtobel.com/ecosign

ONLITE escape sign luminaires
Safety for success
ONLITE is based on extensive expertise in the area of “emergency
zumtobel.com/puresign
zumtobel.com/squaresign
lighting”. From one source, clearly structured, and providing a per-zumtobel.com/puresign
zumtobel.com/squaresign
fect solution for any application.
ONLITE allows to combine general lighting and emergency lighting
into one unit which performs both tasks. In this context, great importance was attached to functional integration of the escape sign
and emergency luminaires into the architecture.

zumtobel.com/comsign

zumtobel.com/cubesign

zumtobel.com/crossign

zumtobel.com/freesign

zumtobel.com/cubesign
zumtobel.com/comsign

zumtobel.com/crossign
zumtobel.com/freesign
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ONLITE
Escape sign luminaires

ONLITE ERGOSIGN

ONLITE ARTSIGN

ONLITE PURESIGN 150

ONLITE COMSIGN 150

ONLITE CROSSIGN 110 / 160

ONLITE ECOSIGN

ONLITE SQUARESIGN 300 / 600

ONLITE CUBESIGN 210 / 450

ONLITE FREESIGN 300 / 500
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ONLITE
ERGOSIGN

Protection type		

IP54

ONLITE
ARTSIGN

ONLITE
PURESIGN

ONLITE
COMSIGN

ONLITE
CROSSIGN

ONLITE
ECOSIGN

ONLITE
ONLITE
SQUARESIGN CUBESIGN

IP40

IP42

IP42

IP42

IP65

30 m

30 m

22 m

32 m	  60 m

IP54

IP40

ONLITE
FREESIGN
IP40

Recognition range
Recognition range 1		

16 m	  15 m

Recognition range 2						

32 m		

120 m

42 m	  60 m
90 m

100 m

Colour
Silver, powder-coated				
Anodised aluminium			
White		

•

•					

•						

•				

•

•

Grey								

•		

•		

•

•

Installation
Ceiling-recessed			

•

•

•

Surface-mounted on ceiling			

•

•

•

Wall-recessed			

•

•		

•

•		

•

Surface-mounted on wall 90°				

•

•

•

•			

Surface-mounted on wall 180°		

•

•

•

•

•

ASI cord suspension				

•

•

•

•		

ESI cord suspension				

•

•				

RSI cord suspension				

•

•				

•

Pendant suspension						

•

TECTON continuous row				

•

•		

•		

•

•		

•		

Escape sign							
RZ		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RB		

•

•

•

•

•

•		

•

Single-sided		

•

•

•

•

•

•

Double-sided			

•

•

•

•

•			

•		

Multi-sided									

•
•

•

Lighting inserts							
LED		

•

•

TC-DEL									

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

T16								

•		

•
•

ERI spot							
with ERI spot				

•		

•				

without ERI spot		

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Luminaire type							
Escape sign luminaire		

•

•

Emergency luminaire				

•

•

•

•

•		

•

•

Each ONLITE luminaire is available with separate, group or central battery supply.
Zumtobel luminaires for general lighting can also be used as emergency luminaires. For this purpose, they are fitted with an emergency lighting module at the factory.

ERI spots
Luminaires with ERI spots boast lenses on the underside which can be manually adjusted in 90° increments. The lighting cones can therefore be aligned to
the escape route and adjusted locally to the building
situation. Irrespective of whether the luminaire is fixed
in a corner or above intersecting escape routes, the
light beam can be optimised and adjusted with a single flick of the wrist.
Lens shown in original size
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 	G ildemeister (DMG), Klaus | AT
Lighting design: Oskar Leo Kaufmann, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: ONLITE LOCAL, ONLITE CENTRAL, ONLITE RESCLITE,
ONLITE ARTSIGN, PANOS
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ONLITE LOCAL
The emergency lighting system with
separate battery supply
Emergency lighting systems with separate battery supply have one
feature in common – a battery is fitted into every luminaire. In emergency mode, this supplies the lamp with power in order to prevent
panic reactions, ensure the workplace is evacuated safely and show
the escape route. Economic efficiency and a high level of safety are
both factors in favour of systems with separate battery supply. This
system is the ideal solution for small and medium-sized buildings in
particular.

zumtobel.com/local

zumtobel.com/local
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 	G ildemeister (DMG), Klaus | AT
Lighting design: Oskar Leo Kaufmann, Dornbirn | AT
Lighting solution: ONLITE CENTRAL, ONLITE LOCAL, ONLITE RESCLITE,
ONLITE ARTSIGN, PANOS
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ONLITE CENTRAL
Group battery and central battery
systems for maximum failure safety
The ONLITE group battery system excels by combining maximum
functionality with seamless integration into the general lighting
system. Several self-contained systems ensure straightforward
installation and quick commissioning. ONLITE central LPS makes it
possible to control and monitor every luminaire individually.
Emergency lighting is integrated into the general lighting system and
connection to the lighting management system is obtained via DALI.
The group batteries can be networked using Ethernet in order to be
able to control and monitor essential functions via a graphical user
interface.
Every central battery system is designed project-specifically on the
basis of a modular system. This produces solutions which are optimised in terms of the cost and functionality of the system.

zumtobel.com/central

zumtobel.com/central

Medical supply systems

Medical supply systems
270

ELGADUCT

Bedside luminaires
272

BELIA

273

CUREA

274

PURELINE II

Reading light
AMALIA
See section 6

Lighting and
supply systems
275

PURELINE II

276

CONBOARD SH

277

CONBOARD NP

278

IMWS

279

VE-W

280

VE-L

281

VE-F

282

CONCAVE

	C linical centre in Offenbach | DE
Architecture: woernerundpartner, Frankfurt | DE
Lighting design: Brendel Ingenieure, Frankfurt | DE
Lighting solution: Conboard, Pureline, Panos,
Slotlight, Linaria, Arcos, Clean Supreme

13

270

	Hamburg-Eppendorf University Hospital | DE
Architecture: woernerundpartner, Frankfurt | DE
Lighting design: Brendel Ingenieure, Frankfurt | DE
Lighting solution: Conboard, Pureline, Clean,
Panos, Slotlight, Linaria, Arcos,
	P flege und Wohnheim, Mantova | IT
Architecture: Arch. Gloria Negri, Guastalla (RE) | IT
Lighting solution: VE-L, MELLOW LIGHT, LINARIA,
SLOTLIGHT, OPURA, LUXMATE BASIC
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ELGADUCT
Medical supply systems for
health and care
Sophisticated lighting and medical supply systems are now a
standard feature in all areas of clinics, hospitals, old people’s homes
and nursing homes.
Zumtobel ELGADUCT lighting and medical supply systems stand
out thanks to their intelligent modular design. This allows system
compon ents to be arranged flexibly and affords the designer plenty
of scope to create individual, project-specific solutions. Moreover,
ELGADUCT’s attractive and functional design cannot fail to impress.
Based on a quality management system according to DIN ISO 9001
and EN 46100, medical supply units by Zumtobel meet the requirements of EU Directive 93/42/EEC and the Medical Devices Act.
These medical supply units offer facility managers, designers,
nursing staff and patients outstanding safety and lasting quality.

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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1
2
3
4
5

5

2

100

3

4

Micro-vane lighting technology
Indirect light: T16 2 x 39/54 W
Direct light: T16 1 x 24 W
Ballast (electronic ballast)
Prismatic diffuser

1
188

BELIA
Succinct design, warm radiation
A luminaire without edges and corners, yet clear and noticeable:
the lighting technology of the BELIA single-bed luminaire is incorporated within a particularly flowing design that satisfies requirements
for more homeliness in care environments. The rounded forms
appear warm and friendly, and uniform curves provide peace of
mind for the observer. The form underlines the function: thanks
to the distinct subdivision of the luminaire into two levels for indirect
and direct light, a clear visual classification is assured. And with
materials and colours, highest priority was given to an attractive,
clean appearance. High-quality aluminium powder-coated with
a uniform colour (white aluminium) underlines BELIA’s elegant character.

Design: npk industrial design

zumtobel.com/belia

zumtobel.com/belia
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2

3

1

Waveguide
Indirect light: T16 2 x 54 W
Direct light: T16 1 x 39 W
Ballast (electronic ballast)

51

4

1
2
3
4

54

87
290

L=1200

CUREA
Modern lighting culture
CUREA uses innovative waveguide technology for direction of light
and harnesses it to provide a new lighting culture in hos p itals and
healthcare settings. CUREA features aesthetic, contemporary design
and ensures a pleasant room atmosphere, glare-free lighting and
also minim ises reflections on display screens of diagnostic equipment and other technical medical apparatus. CUREA harmoniously
complements horizontally and vertic ally installed medical supply systems, building them into attractive supply solutions. CUREA also
boasts every feature needed for perfect bedside lighting when
looking after the elderly: the soft light produced by waveguide technology is gentle on both care personnel’s and patients’ eyes, and
CUREA’s plain language of form helps achieve a calm, discreet room
impression.

Design: Bea Fröis

zumtobel.com/curea

zumtobel.com/curea

73

73

274

275

275

Vertical supply section
L=960/1260 mm

Integrated night lighting

L=960/1260 mm

PURELINE II single-bed luminaire
Freedom of design all the way down the line
Single-bed luminaire
As a visually attractive single-bed luminaire, PURELINE II is bound
to impress thanks to its plain lines, unruffled elegance and pleasant
light. For the patient, it brings a note of homeliness into the often
unfamiliar environment of the hospital. Even as a single-bed lumi
naire, PURELINE II easily meets the requirements placed on
perfect general, reading, examination and night lighting.
Vertical supply unit
Also as a vertically installed medical supply unit, PURELINE II cuts
quite a dash. Installed alongside or between patients’ beds, the required supply connections converge in a central location, making
them easily accessible. This enables the vertical supply unit to work
as either a single-bed or two-bed solution.

zumtobel.com/pureline_II

zumtobel.com/pureline_II

275

Bild verlängern und neutraler (blaustich)
1
73

1

6

4

92

5
2

3

1 Room lighting
2 Low-voltage wiring
3	B uilt-in electrical components
4 Mains-voltage wiring
5	C opper tubes for medical gases
and vacuum
6 Reading light

174
275

Neatly integrated supply channel

PURELINE II supply system
Design with innate values
The lighting concept can lend a room a cosy feel, especially in medically used areas where architecture and equipment have to fulfil a
large number of functional tasks.
PURELINE II integrates the lighting and medical supply unit into the
architecture as a horizontal axis, producing a lighting effect that
does everyone involved good – a lighting effect that can be adjusted
to an extremely wide variety of situations and tasks, creates pools of
light, provides accent lighting and never overlooks one important
factor: the need for economy through maximum energy efficiency.
PURELINE II meets the most exacting human, economic and
environmental requirements.

Design: Torsten Fritze & Matthias Burhenne

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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The CONBOARD front-panel system
stands out because of the sophistic ated
way it coordinates lighting and medical
supply components.

Front-panel system

CONBOARD SH
Multifunctional medical supply system
In practical terms, CONBOARD is an extremely flexible supply system providing mains power components, telecommunications and
data technology as well as medical gases. Very straight-line, top
quality, highly functional.
Integrating light and designing CONBOARD as a front panel lends
CONBOARD an additional emotional dimension. The innovative
front-panel system with its flush-fitted medical supply unit clearly delineates the patient’s personal space. Its width of 1.6 m neatly takes
up the same space as a bed with a bedside table. Its high-pressure
coated surface made of natural wood blends into any architectural
setting, clearing the way for a diverse range of creative design looks.

Design: Sander.Hofrichter Architekten

Recessed into wall

Surface-mounted on wall

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

45

277

550

Mains power
Communications

120

Medical gases

50
193

1000
1200

CONBOARD NP
Media panel
CONBOARD NP combines technology and design as well as safety
and good looks. The supply unit provides plenty of freedom, in technical as well as creative design terms. The CONBOARD NP lighting
modules have been perfectly fitted for use in medical areas. With the
ZBOX lighting management system, patients, doctors and visitors
can adjust all luminaires in the room to provide harmonious, gentle
lighting.
In modern hospitals and healthcare settings, a living-room ambience
helps to enhance the patient’s sense of well-being and stimulate the
recovery process. Accordingly, the interior design of the patient’s
room is of major importance, making new demands on the design of
contemporary lighting and supply systems. In terms of form, colour
and materials, they should harmonise with the room’s fittings and
furniture.

Design: Nickl & Partner Architekten

On the occasion of the “Architecture & Health” competition organised by the journals AIT and XIA, the new product received an award
of distinction in the sphere of health, social welfare and living. The
jury’s argumentation:
“The product shows great respect for a humane atmosphere in
health care settings. Space and technology are integrated into one
serial product, combining medical as well as design functions.
Applicability, maintenance and variety in spite of serial production
are being taken into account in an exemplary manner.
The interaction between designers and industrial
manufacturers during product development is
of a trend-setting dimension.”

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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IMWS
Integrated medical wall system
Zumtobel offers a modular design solution for a greater sense of
well-being in patients’ rooms in the shape of its innovative and
function al IMWS lighting and supply unit. This wall system was
developed as part of the Green Hospital Program, an international
alliance of clinics, doctors and experts committed to sustainable
medical supply and using resources in an ecologically responsible
manner.
IMWS is a homely looking unit that hides its inner workings; it fits
elegantly against the wall and combines medical supply with optimum lighting. All the necessary connections are close beside the
patient’s bed where they are actually needed. Various lighting
scenes are available at the push of a button: for patients who want
the flexibility to liven up their daily routine with agreeable lighting
scenes as well as for care staff and doctors, who need to accomplish their tasks with great care.

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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1 Room lighting insert
2 Low-voltage wiring
3	C opper pipes for medical gases
and vacuum
4 Mains-voltage wiring
5 Reading and examination light
6 RAL powder-coated front panel
7 Decorative panel
8 Glass panel
9 Transparent plastic

1
2
220

3
4
5

148

6

7

8

9

VE-W, VE-W/V
Living-room ambience
ELGADUCT VE-W introduces a living-room ambience to hospitals
and healthcare settings with its decorative design and carefully
selected materials. This living-room ambience creates a feeling of
well-being and makes the patient’s stay in hospital far more
pleasant.
The decorative exterior of VE-W conceals state-of-the-art lighting
and medical supply technology. It allows neat, reliable integration of
all components generally used in healthcare settings, from general
lighting, examination and night/orientation lighting through to medical gas supply as well as monitoring and communications systems.
Also available as a VE-W/V vertical supply system.

Design: Da Costa + Wolf

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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4

2

20

1

184

3

1

4

178

1

VE-L fixed reading light
1	R eflectors for direct/indirect
room lighting
2	C opper pipes for medical gases 		
and vacuum
3 Low-voltage wiring
4 Mains voltage wiring

94

3

94

184

VE-L/V adjustable reading light
1	R eflectors for direct/indirect 		
room lighting
2	C opper pipes for medical gases 		
and vacuum
3 Low-voltage wiring
4 Mains voltage wiring

2

1
284

VE-L, VE-L/V
Tastefully integrated or flexible
Professional technology – tastefully integrated into VE-L.
VE-L boasts an elegant design. The various types of surface finishes
ava ilable can be used to help determine the look of the care setting.
The pleasantly elegant external appearance of VE-L and VE-L/V is
enhanced by inconspicuously integrated functionality. Electrical
and communications outlets remain concealed at first glance but are
nevertheless easily acce ssible and user-friendly, and outlets for
medical gases and the reading light merge seamlessly into the design of the basic system.
In situations where the lighting in healthcare settings needs to ada pt
quickly and flexibly to changing treatment methods and care situations, VE-L/V comes into its own. Its well thought-out design enables unrestricted positioning of a reading light in the horizontal
plane, thereby providing plen ty of scope for creative lighting design.

VE-L/V responds to changes in room layout quickly and without
major effort. This also applies where bed needs to be placed apart
from each other in order to provide space for additional equipment.
The adjustable VE-L/V luminaires can be relocated, while the reading and examination lights remain in the ideal position just above the
patients’ beds.
The integrated indirect luminaire provides general lighting in conformity with relevant standards; reading and examination lights can
be adjusted by changing the position of the reading light component.

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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184

2

95
20

4

140

1
3

VE-F maximum supply
1 Reflectors for direct/indirect 		
room lighting
2 Copper pipes for medical gases 		
and vacuum
3 Low-voltage wiring
4 Mains voltage wiring

VE-F
Medical supply unit
With its elegant, linear design, the VE-F medical supply unit blends
into the room’s existing architecture unobtrusively, quietly and matter-of-factly, setting new standards in flexibility when it comes to the
lamps to be fitted. Thus, flexible medical supply system components
can be incorporated on the front and bottom sides, corresponding
to their medical application. The gas outlets are integrated on the
bottom side at an easy-to-reach operation height and covered by
caps. All typical technical lighting features such as ambient lighting,
reading, examination and night light are accommodated in an attractive, easy-to-clean housing, in addition to the supply outlets for
mains power and communications systems.

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct
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200

231
295

25

5

2

4

161
225

130

2

4
3

25

1

1

3

5

90
130
90
130

CONCAVE 100
(two pipes)

CONCAVE
Perfect all-round medical supply system
2

4

25

25

1

2

3

5

5

90
130

462
527

431

392
457

3

4

90
130

CONCAVE 300
(five pipes)

Design: Olaf Barski

CONCAVE 200
(three pipes)

1

361

Intensive nursing wards, rec ove ry stations, pre-operative and post-
operative departments, and accident and emergency treatment
areas rely heavily on technology: they need medical gases, sensitive
high-tech monitoring and diagnostic equipment, communications
equipment and lighting systems.
CONCAVE provides a tidy, spac e-saving medical supply system for
all the media needed in intensive care locations. All outlets are easily
accessible and ergonomically arranged, regardless of whether the
system is installed vertically or horizontally. This is vital for professionals working in critical areas. The product will also smoothly adjust to the depth of supply required. In case of exacting equipment
requirements, the dual system (CONCAVE 400) will display all its
strengths.

1	C over section with
mounting track
(anodised)
2 Front panel
3 Wall-mounting plate
4	C opper pipe for
medical gas and vacuum
5	S pace for installing
mains-power and communications equipment,
gas outlet valves

Concave 400
(six pipes)

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

zumtobel.com/elgaduct

Annex

Wire bond

284

LED quality criteria

286

LED lighting quality

Bubble

LED chip

Printed circuit board
Chip-on-board LED: the design of the bubble defines the light distribution

14

LED quality criteria
There is LED and there is LED. Various LED types are available on the market,
performing different tasks with respect to service life, lighting quality and thermal
management, depending on the application involved. So far there are only few
standards enabling objective comparison.

Temperatures
In the data sheets provided by LED manufacturers, the temperature at the semiconductor (Tj = T junction) is generally determined to be 25°. The Tc temperature,
however, is indicated for a measuring point
on the LED board. If the temperature defined
by the board manufacturer is observed, the
service life stated in the data sheet and/or
the luminous flux of the module will be
achieved.
As this information in part substantially differs from the temperature levels given directly on the chip, this may easily cause some
confusion with respect to reference values.
Luminous flux levels and efficiency
The light emanating from the LED chip or the
LED board is calle d luminous flux. In LED
lighting we talk about the luminous flux of
the luminaire instead of the lamp lumen
factor. The luminous flux of the luminaire
designates the light actually emanating from
the luminaire. Efficiency is indicated in lumens per watt (lm/W). It designates the ratio
of lumin ous flux to power supplied.
Colour temperature
Whether the LED and/or the luminaire has
warm or fairly cool light can be derived from

the colour temperature indicated. The higher
the colour temperature, the cooler the lighting effect. A colour temperature of 3000 K is
generally called warm. 4000 – 4200 K is perceived as intermediate and > 5500 K as cool
white.
Service life
Usually, details regarding the service life of
LEDs at specific temperatures are indicated
by LED manufacturers in/on the LED chip
(see diagram). To achieve these, reliable
thermal management must absolutely be ensured in the luminaires. For this purpose,
Zumtobel uses various methods explained in
greater detail under “Thermal management”.
The service lives of the LED chips/boards
are indicated in the Zumtobel catalogues
and specifications. Product-specific features, such as more favourable thermal
conditions, e.g. lower temperatures than required by the manufacturer, have already
been taken account of.
Another important point is the question as to
which luminous flux level may be expected
at the end of service life. A level of 70 % is
normally assumed. Some manufacturers,
however, indicate a luminous flux of 50 %.
These specific features should be observed
when selecting and comparing products.

The luminous flux of an
LED depreciates faster at
higher temperatures.
E fficient thermal management extends the life of
LEDs.
Please consider the definition of life as stated by the
LED manufacturer.

Relative luminous flux

284

Operating hours
55 °C

80 °C

100 °C

125 °C
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Luminous flux levels of luminaires
One critical aspect in comparing LED luminaires of different suppliers is the comparison of luminous flux levels, as mentioned
above. In the catalogues of many manufacturers, you will find details regarding the luminous flux and efficiency of individual LEDs
at a junction temperature of 25 °C in the LED
chip (Tj), details regarding the luminous flux
levels of the LED board used at a specific Tc
temperature, but also details regarding the
luminous flux levels of luminaires and luminaire efficiency levels, including the power
loss of ballasts and any potential loss of efficiency through lighting optics, such as lenses, reflectors or mixing chambers.
The indication of the luminous flux of the luminaire and of the system efficiency in catalogue data and specifications certainly is the
most meaningful as it indicates the actually
available luminous flux emanating from the
luminaire. These levels are indicated in
Zumtobel’s catalogues and specifications.
The diagram shows an example of possible
efficiency losses within a luminaire. The levels may vary depending on changing materials and thermal conditions. In case of doubt,
we recommend comparing the photometric
data by means of lighting design software.

Thermal management
Efficient thermal management is indispensable in order to achieve a long service life and
to operate LEDs as efficiently as possible.
Not only will higher temperatures in the LED
chip reduce service life; the efficiency of the
LED chip, too, will decrease as temperature
increases.
For reliable products with top efficiency
levels – an absolute must for providing a
5-year guarantee –, Zumtobel uses both
highly efficient passive surface cooling, e.g.
with Panos Infinity, and active systems
with ventilator and SynJet™ membrane cooling. Yet reliable and efficient thermal management starts at an earlier point: during the
development process, that is – which includes comprehensive tests and simulations
in Zumtobel’s own laboratories.
A large heat sink alone cannot generally be
considered a sufficient quality criterion for
optimal thermal management. A thermal
connection between board and heat sink
must also be ensured. For this purpose,
Zumtobel uses thermal pads or compounds
as required.
Within the scope of quality processes,
thermal connection of the LED chips to the
boards is checked as well and compared
with the LED manufacturer’s specifications.

The LDT files reveal the truth!
WRONG
135 – 165 % of
luminaire luminous flux

WRONG
110 – 140 % of
luminaire luminous flux

CORRECT
100 %
luminaire luminous flux

Luminous flux of individual LEDs
(specifications from LED data sheet)
The data sheet specifications relate to 25 °C Tj
(Tj = junction temperature) in the LED chip – between
the junctions in the LED. However, the data sheets also
include permissible Tj temperatures of 150 °C in some
cases. During operation, high-performance LEDs get
very hot. Heat however has a negative effect on both
lumin ous flux and the service life of the LED.

Luminous flux of the LED module (without optic etc.)
In this case, the LED module is assumed to be similar
to a lamp. The LED module thus has 100 % luminous
flux. This value, however, has yet to be reduced by the
loss in light output ratio.
Luminaire luminous flux (incl. light output ratio losses)
This information refers to the actual luminous flux of
the luminaire, including any losses, for instance in the
reflector etc.

This know-how available within the Zumtobel
group and at the individual plants has
enabled Zumtobel to develop e.g. the
Panos Infinity downlight range with a
lumin aire efficiency of up to 77 lm/W and a
luminous flux of more than 2400 lm with
energy consumption of only 36 W and passive thermal management.
The 5-year guarantee emphasizes the consistent principle of quality observed throughout the entire development and production
processes of products by Zumtobel.

Panos Infinity 200
infrared heat image
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LED lighting quality
The lighting quality of lamps and luminaires is usually defined through various criteria
such as glare control, colour temperature, colour rendering & colour stability.

LED white light quality
Binning, as it is called, is one of the determining factors of the quality of LEDs. The
indic ation of MacAdams ellipses provides
the user with an orientation as to the degree
of variance of individual LED modules with
respect to colour perception, for instance.
Apart from static white LED light, LED luminaires also permit the realisation of lighting
solutions with dynamic colour temperatures.
For the purpose of differentiation, Zumtobel
has introduced the terms “Stable White” and
“Tunable White”, simultaneously defining
fixed quality criteria for LED mixing chambers.
RGB primary colour
triangle with red, green
and blue colour locations
Planckian curve with various colour temperatures

3000 K
4000 K
6000 K
8000 K

2700 K

Binning and MacAdams
In the production of LED chips, LEDs of
differ ent production batches have different
properties with respect to, for instance,
intens ity (luminous flux), colour temperature,
colour location, or even with respect to forward voltage. Especially for white LEDs, the
binning process is of particular importance.
Depending on the application and the product, these criteria are weighted differently.
Choosing a specific binning group will ensure a constant colour location of the LED
light produced. This will provide for uniform
appearance of all LED luminaires fitted with
LEDs of the binning range specified.
This selection is especially important for
products with “individual LEDs”, e.g.
Super-system LED lighting heads and
LED light lines such as Hedera and
Systemled.
Another indication of the quality of LED
clusters is provided by stating so-called
MacAdams ellipses. MacAdams ellipses
describ e the colour distances on the XY
coord inates. In theory we talk about a
MacAdams as soon as there is a visual
differenc e with respect to colour perception.
As this laboratory condition is not relevant in
normal lighting applications, e.g. due to
reflections by coloured surfaces, as few as
3 MacAdams ellipses are considered very
high quality already.
In order to show production-related deviations between individual LED modules and
to ensure consistency, the colour locations
and colour distances are measured.
Depending on the application, a productspecific definition is made.
3000 K

4000 K

MacAdams ellipses
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Zumtobel “Stable White”
“Stable White” is a Zumtobel quality label for
mixing chamber systems. In the LED sphere
it comprises e.g. a maximum admissible
colour drift of 5 MacAdams in the course of
the service life of the LED. This makes the
criteria somewhat more stringent than for
fluorescent lamps, for instance, where even
5 MacAdams and more are possible when
using different batches.
“Stable White” also stands for fixed colour
temperatures of warm (e.g. 3000 K) and
interm ediate (e.g. 4000 K).

2700

3000

3400

4000

4900

6500

Zumtobel “Tunable White”
“Tunable White” describes the option to
dynam ically change the light of the LED in
the white light range. By means of the
Emotion Touch Panel, for instance, or the
Circle Kit Tune control point, colour tem‑
peratures of e.g. 2700 K to 6500 K can be
variably adjusted. In the process, the LED
luminaires achieve a high colour rendering
index of at least Ra 80 to Ra > 90.

2700

3000

3400

4000

4900

6500

Colour rendering
Today LED lighting solutions achieve high
colour rendering in excess of Ra 90, and
hence are more sophisticated than many
solutions using fluorescent lamps. Even the
colour rendering levels of discharge lamps
are achieved, as are other technical lighting
properties.
For its high-quality products, Zumtobel uses
LEDs produced by various manufacturers.
LEDON, for instance, is an intra-group
specialist for LEDs and LED modules. In
addition, Zumtobel collaborates closely,
sometimes exclusively, with other manufacturers of LEDs and LED modules, such as
Philips, Osram etc., which guarantees integration of the latest technologies at an early
stage of any new product development.
As regards the colour rendering of LEDs, the
following indications are of key importance:
normative colour rendering in the warmer
colour temperature range is usually higher
with single-chip-LEDs with a blue dye and
yellow phosphor. Colours should be rendered as naturally as possible by choosing
the corresponding phosphor mixes.
Unfortunately, the efficiency of warm LEDs is
usually lower than that of intermediate and
cool LEDs. For a cooler colour temperature,
the phosphor mix is changed. LEDs with
cooler light colours are normally more efficient, but their colour rendering index is also
lower.
By mixing white light through LEDs of different light colours, excellent colour rendering
can be achieved at simultaneously high
efficienc y.

Ra > 90

LED board
Stable White

Ra 90

LED board
Tunable White
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